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PREFACE

The work in this report presents Radiation Characterization studies

performed at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) on Metal-Nitride-

Oxide-Semiconductor (MNOS) transistors, arrays, and related devices. This

work was conducted during the period of March 1972 to September 1978, and

was in support of an AFWL effort to develop (with Sperry Rand) a radiation

hard, monol i thic, MNOS RAM memory suitable for applications in nuclear and

space radiation environments.

The overall objective of this work was to obtain data which would assist

• in optimizing radiation hardness levels and electrical characteristics of

prototype MNOS memory devices and peripheral circuitry.

Key personnel who worked on this In-house effort and their responsi-

bilities are :

Roger Tallon Radiation & Engineer Support

Al Krause Test Fixturization Support

Al Hoffland Test Facility Support

The author wishes to acknowledge the support of Paul Marraffino of

Sperry Gyroscope for his technical advice in the radiation test program.
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HIGH IONIZING DOSE RATE EFFECTS ON
DISCRETE MNOS TRANSISTORS

( PHASE 1 )

ABSTRACT

This report describes the first of three ionizing dose rate evaluations
performed on three types of radiation resistant MNCS memory transistors
fabricated in 1971 by Sperry Rand Research Center , Sudbury , Massa chusetts.
The objective of this in-house effort was to determine the susceptibility of
the MNOS memory devices to a high dose rate radiation enviro nment. Results
from this effort showed that the MNOS devices can survive and operate in such

an environment [dose rate level s greater than 1 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec] with no

changes in the electrical specifications. However , the results also showed
that there was a dose rate related disturb mechanism at dose rates above
1.4 x 1011 Pad(S1)/sec which degraded the information stored in the memory
cells. This mechanism was not observed in other lower dose rate env ironments.
Data from the tests suggested that this phenomenon was due to a high negative
vol tage being created across the high impedance gate to substrate junction of
the test device , generating a false Write operation during the radiation burst.
This false Write was suspected to be the cause of the memory degradations.
The exact cause of this disturb mechanism was not determined in this evaluation.
The clarification was left for another phase of testing .
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INTRODUCTION

In 1971 , while under contract with the Air Force Avionics Laboratory ,

Sperry Rand fabricated and tested three types of radiation resistant MNOS

memory transistors (See Reference 1). Results from these tests indicated

that the MNOS memory transistors (within the limits of the radiations em-

ployed), would survive , maintain a stored memory, and operate properly after

absorbing Co-60 gamas up to 106 Rad(Si), absorbing 14 MeV neutrons up to io’~

n/cm2, and absorbing LINAC electrons up to dose rate level s of 7 x lO~
Rad(Si ) /sec .

Because of these results , the Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) saw

this technology as a possibl e competitor in the field of hardened memory

components. However , before this possibility could become a reality , th i s

new technology fi rst had to be evaluated in high dose rate environments .

Previous tests were limited to dose rate level s bel ow 1010 Rad(Si )/second .

As a result , AFWL embarked on an in-house test effort to determine the sus-

ceptibility of the F4NOS memory device to hi gh dose rate radiation environ-

ments .

This paper presents the fi rst of a series of the high dose rate eva l-

uations perfo rmed on these devices at AFWL . The fi rst series of tests was

conducted in the spring of 1972. The test environment used in this fi rst

evaluation was a 2 MeV E—beam (in a vacuum) generated by a Febetron 705

flash X-ray machine. The dose rates of interest ranged from 1011 to 1012

Rad (Si)/sec. and beyond. The devices evaluated were from the same group of

memory transistors evaluated above by Sperry Rand.

1. Wegener , H.A.R. , et al. Radiation Resistant I1NOS Memories, AFAL-TR-7 1-342 ,

December 1972 .
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I
THE MNOS TEST TRANSISTORS

The devices tested in this evaluation were discrete Metal-Nitride-Oxide

Semiconductor (MNOS) Non-stepped Gate Memory Transistors fabricated in 1971

at Sperry Rand Research Center , Sudbury , P~assachusetts . The devices were

from the same groups tested by Sperry in Reference 1. The transistors were

grouped into three types . These types were “Fast Forward” , “Slow Forward ” ,

• and “Slow Reverse ” . Structures and properties are sumarized bel ow.

Type

Write Voltage ± 30 V ± 30 V ± 30 V

Write Time 100 iisec 100 msec 100 msec

Oxide Thickness 15 Angstroms 17 Angstroms 36 Angstroms

Nitride Thickness 622 Angstroms 661 Angstroms 826 Angstroms

Conductivity (Jn) 3 x lO~~A/ crn 2 2 x l O 9 A/cm2 5.3 x 1O 3A /cm~

In the Forward Wri te transistor , a memory was written into the cel l by

the application of a large positive or negative voltage across the gate /sub—

strate junction . A positive volta ge wrote the device into the “High Conduction

State ” , and a nega t ive  voltage wrote the device in to  the “Low Conduction State ” .

For the Reverse dev ice , the writing of a memory was just the opposite. A qual-

itative discussion of the physics of a Forward Write and a Reverse Write MNOS

device is presented in  Appendix “A” . A photomicrogra ph and typical “Retention

Plots ” for the three types of memory cells tested are shown in Figures 1 to 4.

TEST OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

The objectives of these tests were to determi ne the dose rate level s

10
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DRAIN

GATE

Figure 1. Photograph of the Typical Fast Forward, Slow Forward, and Slow
Reverse MNOS Memory Transistor tested in this evaluation.
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Figure 2. Typical Zero Bias Retention Plot of a FAST FORWARD MNOS Memory 
- -

Transistor tested in this evaluation.
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Figure 3. Typical Zero Bias Retention Plot of a SLOW FORWARD MNOS Memory
Transistor tested in this evaluation.
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Figure 4. Typical Zero Bias Retention Plot of a SLOW REVERSE MNOS Memory
Transistor tested in this evaluation.
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at which the MNOS memory transistors could lose their memory, and to deter-

mine the cause of the memory loss.

To achieve these two ob,~ ctives , the test transistors were evaluated

under two different Drain Voltage conditions (See Figure 5). Both conditions

represented as operating state in which the Gate had a high resistance to

ground. In one case, the Drain Vol tage was removed during the radiat~3n

burst, and the Drain was grounded through a 10 Kc~ resistor. This was done

to determine what effect (if any) the Drain Voltage had on the response of

device during the radiation burst.

The test setup used to record the radiation responses for the above two

conditions is illustrated in Figure 6. Included is an “Exerc iser Control” ,
a “V dra in ControV’ , and three monitoring test points to record the Drain

Voltage, the Gate Voltage , and the Gate Current. Also included were various

triggers to control the timing sequence.

The function of the Exerciser Control was to: (1) provide the “Write ”

and “Read” pulses to the Gate of the device under test. (2) provide the trig-

ger pulse to “fi re” the flash x-ray machine, and (3) provide the required

signal for turning “on ” and “off” the Drain Voltage during the desired time

interval . A double-current probe technique was employed to measure the sud-

den changes in Gate Current during a radiation burst. Such a procedure allowed

for the substraction of cabl e noises during low current measurements.

Using this setup, the procedure devised to measure a possible memory loss

is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows a hypothetical case of a

Forward Wri ting MNOS memory transistor that has been written wi th a large

pos itive Write pulse to store a Logic “1” memory state, suffering a loss or

shift in that state as a result of a transient radiation burst. Picture “A”

13
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• 
shows the normal sequence of events recorded with oscilloscopes at the gate

and drain leads of the device without the application of a radiation pulse.

The sequence shows that ininediately after the application of a large positive

Write pulse on the gate, the drain voltage (Vdrain) will shift from a -10 volt

level to a 0 volt level . This action is caused by the +Write pulse driving the

memory device into a high conduction threshold state, thereby forcing the tran-

s istor to “Turn-On” and operate as a “Depleted Mode” device. The MNOS device

will remain in this state (See the Vdrajfl trace in picture A) until some of the

charge trapped wi thin the gate structure leaks out or is removed with a negative

• gate voltage. To measure the device ’s Threshold Voltage (or memory state),

a Read pulse is applied to the gate, and the magnitude slowly increased or

decreased until a 100 millivolt peak voltage change is observed at the V drain
measuring point. Note that for this test procedure, a 100 mV pulse change

in the drain voltage corresponds to 10 pa of source-drain current through the

test device. The conditions presented in picture “A” show that the Threshold

Vol tage is in the High Conduction State and the memory bit stored would be

classified as a Logic “1” .

Now, if the Threshold Voltage was suddenly shifted from the High Conduction

State to the Low Conduction State, the memory device would follow this change

by switching from the Depleted Mode to the “Enhancement Mode” of operation.

Such an action can be observed by monitoring the drain voltage before and after

the event. An example of this occurrence is illustrated in picture “B” of

Figure 7. Here, a transient radiation pulse is applied to the memory device

4 

shortly after the Write period. It is then assumed that by some phenomenon

the radiation burst will cause the threshold to shift from one state to the

other. If this did occur, the drain voltage would suddenly shift from 0 volts

to -10 volts. This change in drain voltage would be caused by the memory device

16 
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switching from an “ON” condition to an “OFF~ condition. This sudden switching

can be monitored before, during, and after the event. Using this measuring

technique for the actual radiation tests, a possibl e memory loss or shift result-

ing from a high dose rate irradiation can be recorded.

Figure 8 shows the same sequences of events, except that now the memory

is a Reverse Shifting device. The criterion is the same except that the recorded

memory shifts will be in the reverse direction.

TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The overall test results of this evaluation showed that the MNOS memory tran-

sistors suffered memory losses and upsets when subjected to high dose rate radia-

tion while operating under the two test conditions outlined in the Approach. How-

ever , in order for these changes to occur, the Forward devices had to be initially

operating in the High Conduction State, and the Reverse devices had to be operat-

ing in the Low Conduction State. No upsetswere recorded under the reverse situa-

tion. A suninary of the results is presented below in Table 1.

TABLE 1.

HIGH DOSE RATE RESULTS IN RAD(S1)/SEC

Device Partial Memory Total Memory Total Shift ir.
Type Loss Loss Logic State

Fast Forward 1.4 x 10~’ 5.0 x 1011 9.0 x 101 1

Slow Forward 5.1 x 1011 9.0 x 1011 1.2 x 101 2

Slow Reverse 9.0 x 1011 1.2 x 1012 1.2 x 1012

The above results were obtained with a Febetron 705 flash x-ray machine

- 1 -
. 
_ _ _ _ _  
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operating in the 2 MeV E-beam Mode (in a vacuun). The radiation pulse width

was 50 nsec. The dose rate levels used during the tests ranged from 1 x 1011 
1

to 2 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec.

Table 1 shows that the Fast Forward device was the most sensitive to

transient radiation upsets. At 1.4 x 1011 Rad(Si)/sec, wh ich was 7 x io~
Rad(Si) of total dose per shot, the Fast Forward device suffered a partial

loss of approx. 40% in its stored Logic “1” memory. At 5.0 x 1011 Rad(Si)/

sec [2.5 x 10~ Rad(Si) per shot), the device loss 100% of its stored memory.

Finally, at 9.0 x 101 1 Rad(Si)/sec [4.5 x 10~ Rad(Si) per shot], the Fast For-

ward suffered a total shift in its logic state. That i~ , the pre-stored mem-

ory changed completely from a Logic “1” to a Logic “0”. Samples of these

finding are presented in Figures 9 through 11 . The sample shown are for

Test Condition Number 1 (Vdrajfl = - 10 Volts during the burst).

It was also stated above that a memory loss or upset in the Forward

Write devices would only occur if the devices were initially operating in

the High Conduction State. Operating the Forward devices in the Low Conduct-

ion State during the radiation burst produced no recorded losses in memory

or changes in state. An example of this discovery is presented in Figure 12.

Shown is a Fast Forward memory being subjected to a dose rate of 1.24 x 1012

Rad(Si)/sec [approx. 6 x l0~ Rad(Si) per shot) while operating in the Low

Conduction State. The result showed that there was no degrading effect on

the Logic “0” memory. In fact, the Logic “0” memory was enhanced by the rad-

iation burst [as shown by the Gate Threshold Voltage (Vth) being shifted fur-

ther into the Low Conduction State]. This phenomenon was observed for all of

the Forward Write devices.

The Slow Forward transistors were shown to have a greater resistance

to the high dose rate radiation than the Fast Forward devices. This result
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Pre-Radiation Data

Upper Trace: Vgate +1OV
Vert: 5V/div
Hor: lOOps/div -0V

Lower Trace: Vdrain

Vert: 5V/div - -- -0V

Hor: lOOps/div

Write Pulse: +30V 0 lOOps -lOV

Read Pulse: +2V @ 5Ops

Vth : approx . +1.5V (860ps after the Write Pulse)

Radiat ion Shot Data

Upper Trace : Vgate +lOV
Vert : 5V/di v
Hor: lOOps/di v -OV
Lower Trace: Vdrain

Vert: 5V/div - -OV
Hor: lOOps/div

Write Pulse: +30V 0 lOOps - b y

Read Pulse : -2.5V @ 5Ops

Vth: approx. -2.5V (470ps after Radiation Shot)

Effects: Vth shifted -4V (equivalent to 40% memory loss)

Figure 9. Effects of a 2MeV E-beam Pulse on a FAST FORWARD MNOS Memory
Transistor operating in the HIGH CONDUCTION STATE. Dose Rate = 1.4 x 1011

Rad(Si )/sec.
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Pre-Radiation Data

Upper Trace: Vgate

Vert: 5V/div
Hor: lOOps/div 

—OV
Lower Trace: Vdrain

Vert: 5V/div -Ov
Hor: lOOps/div

Write Pulse: +3OV 0 lOOps - b y

Read Pulse: +3V 0 5Ops

Vth: approx. +2.5V (820ps after the Write Pulse)

Radiation Shot Data

upper Trace: Ygate +lOV
Vert: 5V/dIv
Hor: lOOps/div 

- -0v
Lower Trace: Vdrain -

Vert: 5V/div • -OV
Hor: lOOps/div

Write Pulse: +30V @ lOOps lOV

Read Pulse: -6.5V @ 5Ops

Vth: approx. -6.5V (470ps after Radiation Shot)

Effect: Vth shifted —9V (equivalent to 100% memory loss for logic “1”)

Figure 10. Effects of a 2MeV E-beam Pulse on a FAST FORWARD MNOS Memory
Transistor operating in the HIGH CONDUCTION STATE. Dose Rate = 5.0 x 10”
Rad(Si )/sec.
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Pre-Radiation Data

Upper Trace: Vgate +20V

Vert: lOV/div
Hor: lOOps/div -OV

Lower Trace: Vdrain
- OV

Vert: 5V/dlv
Hor: lOOps/div

-lOV
Write Pulse: +30V @ lOops

Read Pulse: +2.5V @ 5Ops

- ;  Vth : approx. +2.OV (860ps after the Write Pulse)

L Radiation Shot Data

Upper Trace: Vgate +20V

Vert: lOV/div
Hor: lOOps/div -OV

Lower Trace: Vdra in
-OV

Vert: 5V/div
Hor: lOOps/div 

-b oy
Wnte Pulse: +30V @ lOOps

Read Pulse: -l 3V @ 5Ops

Vth: approx. -l2.5V (470ps after Radiation Shot)

Effects : Vth shi fted ~-l4.5V (equivalent to a total shift in logic state).

Figure 11. Effects of a 2MeV E-beam Pulse on a FAST FORWARD MNOS Memory
Transistor operating In the HIGH CONDUCTION STATE. Dose Rate = 9.0 x 101 1
Rad(Si)/sec.
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Pre-Radiatlon Data

Upper Trace: Ygate +40V

Vert: 20V/div
Hor: lOOps/div OV

::: ;;~:~ 
Vdrain

Hor: lOOps/div 
- b y  

-

Wri te Pulse: -3OV @ lOOps

Read Pulse: -20V @ 5Ops

Vth: approx. -19.5V (820ps after the Wri te Pulse)

Radiation Shot Data

Upper Trace: Vgate +40V

Vert: 20V/div
Hor: lOOps/div OV

Lower Trace: Vdra in

Vert: 5V/div
Hor: lOOps/div 

-lOY

Read Pulse: -21V 0 5Ops

Vth : approx. -20.5V (470ps after Radiation Shot)

Effects: Vth shifted -1V (enhanced further into Low Conduction State).

Figure 12. Effects of a 2MeV E-beam Pulse on a FAST FORWARD MNOS Memory
Transistor operating In the LOW CONDUCTION STATE. Dose Rate = 1.24 x 1012
Rad(Si )/sec.
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can be seen in Table 1 and in Figure 13 through 15. The data shows that

the Slow Forward devices can withstand dose rate levels up to 5.0 x 1011

Rad(S-j)/sec before any loss in memory occurs. This level was approxinately

18K Rad(Si) per shot higher than that required to produce bosses in the

Fast Forward. To totally wipe out a memory in the Slow Forward devices , a

dose rate level of approximately 9.0 x 101 1 Rad(Si)/sec was required . A

dose rate level of 1.2 x 1012 was needed to produce a complete memory shift

(logic “1” to logic “Ofl). Again, as with the Fast Forward devices , the

Slow Forward transistors had to be initially operating in the High Conduction

State before bosses in memory would occur.

Of the three types of devices tested, the Slow Reverse Memory transistors

showed the greatest resistance to high dose rate radiation. In addition ,

when a memory loss or upset was recorded for these devices, the operating

condition was just the opposite from the Forward devices. That is, the Reverse

devices were in the Low Conduction State. No upsets were noted in the High

Conduction State. Highlights showing these results are presented in Figures

16 through 18.

Fi gure 16 shows the dose rate level where memory losses were first noted

in the Reverse devices. The figure shows that the device ’s Threshold Vol tage

(V th) shifted from approximately -1OV to -6V (a delta shift of +4V) as a

resul t of the shot. This amount of change corresponds to a memory loss of

approximately 50% to 60% (See Figure 4). Figure 17 presents the dose rate

level where the Reverse type devices suffered a total memory loss or a total

shift in its logic state (logic “0” shifting to logic “1”). A sample of the

Reverse device operating in the High Conduction State during the burst is

presented in Figure 18. The results showed that the stored memory was enhanced

by the radiation and driven further into the conduction state.
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Pre-Radiation Data

Upper Trace: Vgate +lOV

~fert: 5V/clivHor: lOOps/div OV

Lower Trace: Vdrain
OV

Vert: 5V/div
Hor: lOOps/div

Write Pulse: +30V 0 lOOms

Read Pulse: +3V @ 5Ops

Vth : approx. +2.5V (820ps after the Write Pulse)

Radiation Shot Data

Upper Trace: Vgate +1OV

Vert: 5V/div
Hor : lOOps/div OV

Lower Trace: Vdrain

Vert: 5V/div
Hor: lOOps/div 

- b y
Write Pulse: +30V @ lOOms

Read Pulse : +3V @ 5Ops

Vth: approx. OV(430ps after the Radiation Shot)

Effects: Vth shifted -2.5V (equivalent to 25% memory loss for logic “1 ”)

Figure 13. Effects of a 2MeV E-beam Pulse on a SLOW FORWARD MNOS Memory
Transistor operating in the HIGH CONDUCTION STATE. Dose Rate = 5.0 x 1011
Rad(Si )/sec.
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Pre-Radiat ion Data

Upper Trace : Vgate + 1OV

- ; Vert: 5V/div
- Hor : lOOps/div V

Lower Trace: Vdrain

Vert: 5V/div
Hor: lOOps/div -iou

Write Pulse : +3OV 0 lOOms

Read Pulse: +2V @ 5Ops

Vth: approx. +2V (86Ops after the Write Pulse)

Radiation Shot Data

Upper Trace : Vgate +1OV

Vert: 5V/div
Hor: lOOps/div OV

Lower Trace: Vdrain DV
Vert: 5V/div
Hor: lOOps/div 

-bOy
Wri te Pulse: +30V @ lOOms

Read Pulse: -5V @ 5Ops

Vth: approx. -5V (470ps after Radiation Shot)

Effect: Vth shifted = -7V (equivalent to = 100% memory loss for logic “1”).

Figure 14. Effects of a 2MeV E-beam Pulse on a SLOW FORWARD MNOS Memory
Transistor operating In the HIGH CONDUCTION STATE. Dose Rate = 9.0 x 101 1
Rad(Si)/sec.
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Pre—Radiat ion Data

I

Upper Trace : Vgate +20V

Vert : lOV/div
Hor: lOOps/div OV

Lower Trace: Vdrain
- • OV

Vert: 5V/div
I-b r: lOOps/div 

- b y
Write Pulse: +30V @ lOOms

Read Pulse: +2.5V 0 5Ops

Vth: approx. +2 .5V (820i.is after the Write Pulse)

Radiation Shot Data

Upper Trace : Vgate +20V

Lower Trace: Vdrain V

Vert: 
lOOpS/div :- 

- b y

Read Pulse : -8.5V 0 5Ops

Vth : approx. -8.5V (470p s after Radiation Shot)

Effect: Vth shifted -llV (equivalent to a total shift in logic state).

Figure 15. Effects of a 2MeV E-beam Pulse on a SLOW FORWARD MNOS Memory
Transistor operating in the HIGH CONDUCTION STATE. Dose Rate = 1.2 x 1012
Rad(Si )/sec.
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Pre-Radiation Data

Upper Trace : Vgate +20V

Vert: 1OV/div
Hor: lOOps/div DV

Lower Trace: Vdrain
OV

Vert: 5V/div
Hor: l OOps/div 

-lOV
Write Pulse : +30V 0 lOOms

Read Pulse: - 1OV 0 5Ops

Vth : approx. - b y  (860ps after Write Pulse)

Radiation Shot Data

Upper Trace : Vgate +20V

Vert: b Oy/div
Hor: lOOps/div DV

Lower Trace: Vdrain
DV

Vert : 5V/div
Hor: lOOps/div 

- lOV
Write Pulse : +30V 0 lOOms

Read Pu lse: -6V @ 5Ops

Vth : approx . -6V (470ps after Radiation Shot)

Effect: Vth shifted +4V (equivalent to 50% to 60% memory loss for logic “0”).

Figure 16. Effects of a 2MeV E-beam Pulse on a SLOW REVERSE MNOS ~lemory
Transistor operating in the LOW CONDUCTION STATE. Dose Rate = 9.0 x~lO1 ’Rad(51)/sec.
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Pre-Radiation Data

Upper Trace: Vgate +20V

Vert: 1OV/div
Hor: lOOps/div OV

Lower Trace: Vdrain

Vert: 5V/div
Hor: lOOps/div - b y
Wri te Pulse : +30V @ lOOms

Read Pulse : - b y  0 5Ops

Vth : approx. -boy (82Ops after the Write Pulse)

Radiation Shot Data

Upper Trace : Vgate +2OV

Ver t: 1OV /div ovHor: lOOps/div

~ Vdra in 
- 

DV

Hor: lOOps/div - b y
Wr ite Pulse: +3OV @ lOOms

Read Pulse : +3.OV 0 5Oiis

Vth : approx. +3.OV (470ps after Radiation Shot)

Effect: Vth shifted +l3V (equivalent to a total shift in logic state).

Figure 17. Effects of a 2MeV E-beam Pulse on a SLOW REVERSE MNOS Memory
Transistor operating in the LOW CONDUCTION STATE. Dose Rate = 1.2 x 10 2
Rad(S1)/sec.
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Pre-Radiation Data

Upper Trace: Vgate +20V

Vert: bOY/div• Hor: lOOps/div DV

Lower Trace: Vdrain -

- - •  - - -  •-  OV
Vert: 5V/div
Hor: lOOps/div

-bO y

Read Pulse: +3V 0 5Oiis
$

Vth: approx. +3V (B2Ops after the Wri te Pulse)

Radiation Shot Data

Upper Trace: Vgate +2OV

Vert: 1OV/div
Hor: lOOps/div OV

Lower Trace: Vdrain -

Vert: 5V/div
Ho,’: lOOps/div 

-boy
Write Pulse: -30V 0 lOOms

Read Pulse 0 +7V 0 5Ops

Vth: approx. +7V (4b ps after Radiation Shot)

Effect : Vth shifted = +4V (enhanced further into the High Conduction State).

FIgure 18. Effects of a 2MeV E-beam Pulse on a SLOW REVERSE MNOS Memory
Transistor operating in the HIGH CONDUCTION STATE. Dose Rate = 1.2 x 1012
Rad(Si)/sec.
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In the data presented thus far, the Drain Voltage on the device under

test was equal to —10 volts during the radiation shot (Test Condition No. 1).

To show that the Drain Voltage had no effect on the memory losses, two data

samples are presented in Figures 19 and 20 to show the test results taken

wi th a Vdrain = 0 volts (Test Condition No. 2). In both cases, the Dra in

b ead was clamped to ground through a 10 Kc2 resistor shortly before the rad-

iation period. This condition was held throughout the radiation period and

for approximately 300 iS after the shot to allow for post stabilization. In

both cases after the Drain Vol tage was returned, the resul ts show shifts in

the memory states. These shifts were identical to those obtained under

Test Condition No. 1. See Figures 15 and 17.

F 
Other i nformation worth noting from this phase was: (1) The changes in

the stored memories as a result of the high dose rates were not permanent.

Wi th the application of a proper Write pulse after an irradietion , the mem-

ories could be electrically reset to their original pre-radiation state.

(2) There was no permanent change noted in any of the electrical charac-

teristics as a result of the radiation. (3) All of the memory transistors

survived the tests. Even after absorbing dose rate levels of 1.2 x 1012

Rad(Si)/sec, the devices could still function as if they had never been

irradiated.

In analyzing the above data, there was a paradox between the low dose

rate Co-6O results obtained by Sperry Rand in Reference 1 and the high dose

rate results presented in this report. In the Co-60 results, the data showed

that the MNOS memory transistor could absorb wel l beyond 1 x iO~ Rad(S i )

of total gama radiation before any noted memory degradation was recorded.

In the high dose rate results, major degradations were recorded in the

devices at total dose levels as low as 7 x lO~ Rad(Si). Since both of these

30
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Pre-Radiation Data

• Upper Trace : ~gate +1OV

Vert: 5V/div
Hor: lOOps/div OV

Lower Trace : Vdra in

Vert: 5V/div
Hor: lOOps/div 

-1OV
Wr ite Pulse : +30V @ lOOms

Read Pulse : +2.5~/ 0 5Ops

Vth : approx. +2.5V (82Ops after the Wri te Pulse)

Radiation Shot Data

Upper Trace : Vgate +1OV

lOOps/div OV

Lower Trace: Vdrain V

Vert: 
~~~~/div

- :  Write Pulse : +30V @ lOOms

Read Pulse : -9.OV @ 5Ops

Vth : approx . -9V (4b ps after Radiation Shot)

Effect: Vth shifted ll.5V (same effect as wi th Vdrain = -bOy , the device
suffered a total shift in logic state).

Figure 19. Effects of a 2MeV E-beam Pulse on a SLOW FORWARD MNOS Memory
Transistor operating in the HIGH CONDUCTION STATE and with Vdrain = 0 volts
during the burst. Dose Rate = 1.2 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec.
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Pre-Radiation Data

upper Trace: Vgate 
- 

+2OV

Yert: 1OV/diy
Hor: lOOps/div ov
Lower Trace: Vdrain —

OV
- • Vert: 5V/div

Hor: lOOps/div 
-bOY

Write Pulse: +30V 0 lOOms

Read Pulse: -ll.5V 0 5Ops

Vth: approx. -lbV (82Ops after the Write Pulse)

Radiation Shot Data

Upper Trace: Ygate +20V
Vert: 1OY/div
Hor: lOOps/div OV

Lower Trace: Vdrain V

Vert: 5Y/div
Hor: lOOps/div 

-bOy
Write Pulse: +3OY 0 lOOms

Read Pulse: +3V 0 5Ops

Vth: approx. +3V (470ps after Radiation Shot)

Effect: Vth shifted +14.5V (same effect as with Vdrain = -bOY , the device
suffered a total shift in logic state).

Figure 20. Effects of a 2MeV E-beam Pulse on a SLOW REVERSE MNOS Memory
Transistor operating in the LOW CONDUCTION STATE and with Vdrain = OV dur-
ing the burst. Dose Rate = 1.2 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec.
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environments are ionizing radiation, there should have been some corre-

lation in the total dose effects. Since there was none, an unknown effect

related to the high dose rate E-beain environment was implied . In an attempt

to determine the cause of this effect , current probes were Instal led in the

Gate lead of each test device, and current measurements were made at pre-

determined dose rate levels. Typical responses taken on one device are

presented in Figure 21.

Figure 21 shows that a barge current pulse (proportional to the dose

rate level) was generated in the Gate lead during the radiation shot. Plot-

ting these peak responses in terms of electron flow as a function of dose

rate produces the curve presented in Figure 22. The data presented show

that up to 650pa of peak negative current (for approx. bOOns) will flow in

the Gate lead when exposed to a dose rate bevel of 1.2 x 1012 Rad(SI )/sec .

Noting that this current will also flow through the 1 *~ Gate resistor,

generating a barge negative voltage pulse across the gate-substrate junc-

tion, a possible explanation for the sudden memory losses In the transient

E-beam environment can now be formulated.

The basis of this explanation Is that the negative voltage generated

across the gate-substrate junction will be large enough to produce an equiv-

alent negative Write operation on the device during the radiation burst.

The result will be a tendency to shift the Threshold Voltage of the For-

ward devices toward the Low Conduction State and the Reverse devices toward

the High Conduction State. If this assumption is correct, it would account

for the memory losses and shifts recorded in this report.
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Trace: Igate 
-

Vert : b OOiia/div
Hor: IOOns/div

Dose Rate = 1.3 x 10’-’ Rad(Si)/sec

Igate (+ Peak Current) 220pa 
- -  - -

Iga urrent) 
:a::5ec

Trace: Igate

Vert: b OOpa/div
Hor: lOOna/div

Dose Rate = 1.3 x 1012 Rad(Si )/sec

Igate (+ Peak Current) = 68Opa 
- -

Figure 21. Transient Positive Gate Current Response on a FAST FORWARD
fINDS Memory Transistor recorded during an Ionizing Radiation Burst (2MeV
E-beam Mode).
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- DISCUSSION

From the test results in this evaluation, it was concluded that the

MNOS memory transistor can survive and operate in a high ionizing dose rate

environment with no permanent electrical changes. However, it was also con-

cluded that there was a high dose rate disturb mechanism which degraded or

changed the stored memory during the radiation burst. This mechanism was

not observed in other lower dose rate environments. It was suspected that

this particular disturbance was due to the interaction of the electron beam

environment and the particular test setup used in the evaluation. Data

suggested that there was a high negative voltage being generated across the

hi gh impedance Gate/Substrate junction of the memory device, creating a false

Wri te operation. The result was that the MNOS devices were re-writing them-

selves at the higher dose rates. The exact cause of this phenomenon was

not determined in this evaluation , but if the effect was real and allowed to

occur in an actual operational MNOS array, the result could neutralize the

“non-vola tile” feature of the MNOS technology. Such a neutralization would

greatly inhibit the MNOS device as a viable candidate for a hardened memory.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Before a final judgment can be made on the performance of the MNOS mem-

ory transistor in a high dose rate environment, the cause of the above disturb

mechanism should be determined. Therefore, it is reconinended that additional

dose rate tests be performed to determine the the exact cause of the phenomenon ,

a possible circumvention technique , and the type of environments where the mech-

anism will most likely occur (See the next two test phases).
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HIGH IONIZING DOSE RATE EFFECTS ON
DISCRETE MNOS TRANSISTORS

( PHASE 2)

ABSTRACT

This report describes the second of three Ionizing dose rate tests
performed on three types of radiation resistant (non-step gate) MNOS memory
transistors fabricated in 1971 by Sperry Rand . The objectives of this effort
were to determine the exact cause of the high dose rate disturb mechanism
observed in the Phase 1 tests, and to find a possibl e circumvention technique
which would prevent this disturbance from occurring in actual MNOS circuitry .
The results of this effort showed that the disturb mechanism was due to a high
negative voltage generating a false Write across the high impedance gate-
substrate junction during the radiation burst. The results also showed that
this false Write phenomenon could be el iminated by grounding the gate-substrate
junctions of the test device during the radiation burst. Grounding these
terminals during the burst resulted In a MNOS memory device that was only total
dose dependent. That i s , the memory losses due to the high dose radiation were
the same as those measured In a low dose rate Co-60 environment. A possibl e

compensation circuit that was devised to el iminate this false Write was composed
of a PNP bidirectional diode operating in parallel with the memory gate resistance
to ground . This technique , through photoconduction , would clamp the gate terminal
to the same ground potential as the substrate during the radiation burst , thereby
removing any possibility of a false Write charge buildup.
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INTRODUCTION

In Phase 1 of this test effort, it was shown that the MNOS Non—step

Gate Memory Transistor could survive and operate in a high dose rate rad-

iation environment wi th no degradation in its electrical operating charac-

teristics. But, it was also shown that there was a high dose rate disturb

mechanism (not rebated to total dose effects) that degraded information

stored in the memory cells. This initial data suggested that the distur-

bance was caused by a high dose rate induced Write pulse that re-wrote the

memory cells during the radiation burst. This false Write phenomenon was

never really verified in Phase 1. As a result, to help clarify the prob-

lem a second phase of testing was performed on the same devices. In this

second phase, the same radiation environment was used, but with a differ-

ent test setup and approach.

TEST OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

The two objectives in this second phase of testing were: (1) to deter-

mine the exact cause of the high dose rate disturb mechanism which degraded

the information stored in the MNOS memory cells during the Phase 1 tests,

and (2) to find a possible circumvention technique which would prevent or

reduce the phenomenon from occurring in furture MNOS circuitry .

To ach ieve the fi rst object ive, the test trans i stors were evaluated

with all leads grounded. That is , the Gate , Source, Drain and Substrate

leads were all clamped at ground during the radiation burst (Ref. Figure 1).

The reason for usin g this setup was based on the assumption that the dis—

turb mechanism was caused by a large negative voltage being generated across

38
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Figure 1. Transient Radiation Response MNOS Test Conditions .

FAIRCHILD 5000 TEST SETUP

-5V
125 FT CABLE \~ 

/

N 
,

~~~

,
,

.
, 

L 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ CELL

~~~~ o.oov

IO NS ~
i-.— —20.OOV

NOTE: GATE, SCUI~E, I$AIN, & ~JBSTRATE ARE CLM~ EO AT GROIN) DI~ ING t ~~ ST.

Figure 2. Transient Radiation Response MNOS Test Setup.
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a high impedance between ‘he Gate and Substrate junction. In Phase 1, this

high impedance was a 1 Mo resistor between the Gate of the device and the

grounded Substrate. Removing this resistance during the radiation shot

was expected to eliminate the disturbance , if the assumption was correct.

However , if the disturbance was still present , then the effect would be due

to an unknown mechanism internal to the test device itself.

To obtain the grounded test condit ions stated above , and s t i l l  perform

the required Clear , Write , and Read functions on the memories (without re—

moval from the test cel l), a test setup different from Phase 1 had to be

used. The new setup incorporated a Fairchild 5000C computerized control

test system (See Figure 2). As shown , the automatic test system was con-

nected directly to the test device (in the test cell) through 125 feet of

“Kelvin—w ired ” transmission line. The basic system employed a Programable

H Power Supply and a Current Sensing Measuring Line. The power supply provided

H the Clear, Write , and staircasing Read vol tages. The Measuring Line deter-

mi ned when the Gate Threshold Voltage was to be measured .

An example of how the setup measured the Gate Thresho ld Vol tage i s as
follows . After a memory was stored in the device, a “stai rcase ” vol tage
ranging fron,n 0.00 volts to -20.00 volts was applied to the Gate in 10 mV steps.

When a 50 pa current was sensed in the Source/Dr~4 ~ lead , the staircasing

would stop and the Threshold Voltage was automatically measured and recorded.

With this setup , the Threshold Voltage could be measured at any chosen

time interval. The results from such measurements would yi eld “Retention

Plot” of a Gate Threshold Window for a particular device before and after a

radiation burst. From these plots , memory losses (as a result of a radiation)

or shifts in the Gate Threshold Voltages could be measured. An example
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of such a plot is presented in Figure 3. 
-

TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The test results from this evaluation showed that when the leads of

the MNOS memory transistors were clamped at ground , the devices suffered

4 no memory losses or upsets as a result of the high dose rate disturb mech-

anism observed in Phase 1. The only losses measured were attributed to

ionizing total dose effects. The importance of these two findings showed

that the explanation formulated in Phase 1 for the sudden high dose rate

memory bosses was correct. That is, the disturb mechanism was due to a high

negative voltage generating a false Write (during the radiation burst) across

a high impedance gate-substrate junction. These findings also showed that

the sudden charge buildup could be el iminated, simply by grounding the l eads

of the test device during the burst. Verifi cation of these findings are

presented in Figure 3 through 10.

Figures 3 through 6 present data taken on the Fast Forward transistors.

Figures 7 and 8 show data taken on the Slow Forward transistors, and Figures

9 and 10 present data on the Slow Reverse devices . The data in these fig-

ures are presented in two types of plots . The first type is called a Ret-

ention Plot (See Figure 3). In this type of plot, two Gate Threshold Volt-

ages are plotted with respect to time. The top curve represents the Thresh-

old Voltage with the test transistor operating in the High Conduction State.

The bottom curve represents the Gate Threshold Voltage with the device

operating in the Low Conduction State. The voltage difference between

these two curves is called the “Threshold Voltage Window”. From suc h a

plot , the memory storage characteristics can be determined for a test device.
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In this test phase, Retention Plots were recorded for each test device

(BEFORE and AFTER a radiation burst). Fron these findings , the thres-

hold degradation (or memory loss) was measured for a chosen dose rate

bevel . The overall results were then plotted in a Composite Plot (See

Figure 6) showing the threshold or memory degradation as a function of dose

rate and total dose.

Analyzing the Fast Forward data shows that at a dose rate level of

3.0 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec, the recorded threshold Window degraded approximately

2 volts. This amount of decrease would result in a memory loss (for both

logic “1” and logic “0”) of approximately 20%. At this particular dose rate

bevel under the test conditions in Phase 1 , the High Conduction State mem-

ory would have shifted completely to the Low Conduction State. At 3 x 1013

Rad(Si)/sec [1.5 x 106 Rad(Si) of total dose], the window suffered a decrease

of approximately 8 volts (See Figure 4). However , there was still enough

window left (approx. 30%) to detect a difference between a logic “1” or a

logic “0” memory. Finally, at 6.0 x 1013 Rad(Si)/sec [3 x 106 Rad(Si) of

total dose], the window for the Fast Forward devices was completely closed

(See Figure 5). The recorded Threshold Voltages for both states were degrad-

ed to the “Center Voltage” l evel . No memory remained in the devices. A

composite of the Fast Forward results is presented in Figure 6. This plot

shows that the Fast Write memories will absorb (without a re-write) 1.5 x

106 Rad(Si) of total dose E-beam radiation , and still maintain a memory.

Another important find in this plot is that the data correlate with the

total dose results obtained in a Co-60 source (under zero gate bias condi-

tions) by Sperry Rand.

Data taken on the Slow Forward memory devices (Ref Figure 7 and 8) showed

__ - - -  
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that the Threshold Vol tage Window never closed during this phase of testing.

The highest dose rate level that the test devices were subjected to was 8.0

x 1013 Rad(S i)/sec . At this level , the memories were subjected to a total

dose per shot equal to 4 x 106 Rad(Si). Threshold Window losses at this

level were approximately 65%. This still left enough window to detect the

correct memory. Al so, as with the Fast Forward data, the composite results

in Figure 8 correlated with the Sperry Rand Co-6O results.

The last two plots (Figures 9 and 10) showed the test results taken

on the Slow Reverse type transistors. The results showed that there were

no measurable degrading effects on the dev ices until a dose rate level of

1.2 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec was reached. Note that in the Phase 1 tests, deg-

radation of the memories in the same devices was noted at the dose rate

level of 9.0 x 1011 Rad(Si)/sec, approximately 1.5 x lO~ Rad(Si) lower in

total dose. An interesting result from this group of tests was that when

losses in the Windo w did occur , only the Threshold Voltage in the High Con-

duction State was significantly effected. The high dose rate had little

effect on the memory stored in the Low Conduction State. As an example,

Figure 9 shows that the Gate Threshold Voltage suffered a shift of approx-

imately -4.14 volts at the dose rate level of 8.0 x 1O1 3 Rad(Si)/sec while

operating in the High Conduction State. However, the change in Threshold

at this same dose rate b evel while operating In the Low Conduction State

was only +0.35 volts. This phenomenon was just the opposite from the results

observed in Test Phase 1. The data from this phase also showed (See Figure

10) that the Reverse devices could maintain a readable memory In either state

(without a re-write) at total dose levels beyond 1.5 x 106 Rad(Si). These

data also correlated with the Sperr, Rand Co-6O results.
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Another important result  obtained from these tests was that all of the

devices survived and were still operating properly after the tests. That is,

the i n i t i a l  Clear , Write , Read and Storage Characteristics did not change as

a result of the radiation.

CONCLUSIONS

From the test results in this test phase , it was again concluded that

the MNOS memory transistor can survi ve and operate in a high ionizing dose

rate environment with no permanent electrical changes in its operational

characteristics. However, it was also concluded that the high dose rate

memory losses observed in Phase 1 were due to a high negative voltage gen-

erating a false Write across a high impedance gate-substrate junction during

a radiation burst. Another conclusion was that this false Write phenomenon

could be elimi nated simply by grounding the gate and substrate leads to a

ground potential. And finally, grounding the gate and substrate togethe;-

during the radiation burst resulted in a MNOS memory device that was ~~~~~~~ .

dose rate dependent (only total dose dependent). That is, the losses in

memory stored in the MNOS in a high dose rate environment, were the same as

those measured in a low dose rate environment (such as Co—60).

DISCUSSION

In the above test results, it was shown that grounding the gate and

substrate leads of an MNOS memory transistor during a high dose rate rad-

iation burst would eliminate the memory disturb mechanism observed in Phase 1.

However, phyically grounding the gate and substrate junctions of an actual
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LSI lIMOS Memory array during a real transient radiation burst is not real-

istic. A solution to the problem would be to use some type of circumven-

tion technique that would allow the array to operate normally in a non-

radiation environment, and then automatically (during a radiation burst)

clamp the gate and substract junctions to some coninon potential thereby

preventing a sudden charge bui l dup across the gate to substrate terminals.

One possible circumvention technique that could be used Is illustrated below

in Figure 11.

V0

~ vOuT

YIN > 
I

BREAJ~OV~ DIODE (BIDIRECTIONAL )

Figure ii. Possible Compensation Circuit using a PNP Bidirectional Diode.
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Figure 11 shows a “back-to-back” PNP bidirectional diode in parallel

wi th a high gate resistance to ground. During normal operation (no radia-

tion), the bidirectional diode should act as a high impedance to ground there-

by allowing the application of both positive and negative Clear-Write-Read

pulses to the Gate termi nal. During a transient radiation pulse, the diode

(which will also be exposed to the radiation) should become photoconductive

and clamp the Gate terminal to the same ground potential as the substrate.

Therefore any charge buildup across the Gate-Substrate j unction should be

shunted to the coninon ground through the conducting diode. If this pro-

cedure works , the false Wr ite phenomenon observed in Phase 1 should be

automatically el iminated. Upon completion of the radiation burst, the diode

shQuld return to its normal operation condition , again allow ing the proper

gating signals to appear across the Gate-Substrate terminals.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is reconinended that a third series of high dose rate tests be per-

formed on the MNOS memory transistor with the primary objective of evaluat-

ing the compensation circuit in Figure 11. It is also recomended that the

third series of tests be performed in two different high dose rate environ-

ments if possible, preferably in E—beam and flash x-ray environments with

comparable dose rate levels (See Test Phase 3). The reason for testing in

two different environments is to determine if the disturb mechan ism observed

in Test Phase 1 is coninon to other high dose rate surroundings.
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HIGH IONIZING DOSE RATE EFFECTS ON

DISCRETE MNOS TRANSISTORS
( PHASE 3)

ABSTRACT

] This report describes the last of a series of high dose rate tests performed

on radiation resistant MNOS memory transistors fabricated by Sperry Rand . The
objectives of this particular effort were to determine the effectiveness of the
diode compensation circuit (proposed In Phase 2) in el iminating the false Write
phenomenon observed in Phase 1 , and to evaluate this circuit along with the
MNOS devices -in two different high dose rate environments (E-beam and X-ray).
The results of this evaluation showed that the diode compensation circuit was
effective (in both environments) in eliminating the radiation induced Write
pulse. Thus , the MNOS dev ice was ma de onl y total dose dependent. Another con-
clus ion was the false Write disturbance was found to be greater irl the E-beam
environment than in the flash x-ray environment . This was attributed to the
num ber of “Secon dary El ectrons ” presen t in each env ironmen t. It was beli eved
that low energy secondary electrons being driven from the transistor can lids
of the test devices and attaching themselves to the posts and fly-wires of the
memory created the false Write effect. The effect was worse in the E-beam mode
mainly because of the greater concentration of electrons. Finally, from these
series of tests, it was concluded by the APWL that the MNOS memory transistor
was a v iabl e can didate for use in a nuc lear and space radiation env ironmen t.
As a resul t, AFWL became activel y involved in the des ign , testing, and fabri-
cation of a fully decoded rad iat ion har dened MNOS RAM arra y.
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INTRODUCTION

In Phases 1 and 2 of this test series, it was demonstrated that the

Non-step Gate MNOS Memory Transistor was inherently hard to high dose rate

radia tion , if the Gate and Substrate of the devi~e were main tained at the

same ground potential during the burst. Maintaining a ground potential on

these two terminal s resulted In an lIMOS memory cell that was only affected by

the total radiation dose absorbed. The rate of absorption had no effect.

However, if the ground potential was not maintained during the burst, a poss-

ible memory loss could occur from a false Write pulse being created across

the Gate/Substrate junction during the radiation . If this occurred , the

lIMOS device would also become dose rate dependent. Such a dependency would

neutralize the non-volatility feature of this technology in high transient

radiation. To eliminate this problem, a possible circumvention technique was

proposed in Phase 2. This proposed technique was to use a bidirectional break-

down diode installed between the memory Gate and the grounded Substrate. The

reason for using such a diode was that In a non-radiation environment, the

diode would allow the memory transistor to operate normally. However, when

the circuit was subjected to a high dose rate of radiation , the diode (through

photoconduction) would automatically clamp the Gate terminal to the same ground

as the substrate. This action should eliminate the false Write phenomenon .

The main thrust of this paper is to evaluate the above diode technique

in two different high dose rate radiation environments . The two test environ-

ments are: (1) the AFWL Febetron 705 Flash X—ray machine operating in the 2

MeV E-beam Vacuum Mode, and (2) the AFWL P1-1590 Super Flash X-ray machine

operating in the 10 MeV Ganina Mode. Levels of dose rate testing for both

environments will range from 1011 to 2 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec.
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THE MNOS TEST TRANSISTOR

The lIMOS memory transistor that was used in this evaluation was one of

four different experimental gate structures built especially for the Air Force

Weapons Laboratory by Sperry Rand in 1974 (ref. 1). The test device was clas-

sified as a Fast Forward, non step-gate, P-channel memory transistor, built

on a bulk silicon substrate. Each device was packaged in a standard “KOVAR”

10-5 transistor can. Some of the structures and electrical characteristics

are suninarized below .

Oxide Thickness 20 Angstroms

Ni tride Thickness 445 Angstroms

Write Vol tage 24 Volts (Nominal )

Write Time 2 pSec or Greater

Read Time 250 nSec or Less

Retention 24 Hours or Greater

The above device was chosen because of its performance in neutron and

total ganina radiation. In 1 MeV Pulse Neutrons , the memory transistors sur-

vived with no degrading effects at exposure l evels to 1015 n/cm2 . In a low

dose rate Co-60 environment, the devices were able to maintain a memory

(without a Re-write) at exposure levels to 1 x 106 Rad(Si). See Figure 1.

The survival level in Co-60 was wel l beyond lO~ Rad(Si).

Figure 1 shows a typical Zero Bias Retention plot of one of the test

devices recorded under non-radiation and Co-60 conditions. The Co-60 plot

1. Marraffino, P, et al. Design and Fabrication of Radiation Hardened MNOS
Memory Array, AFWL-TR-74-209.
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shows that at an exposure level of 1 x 106 Rad(SI), -approxImately 30% of the

orginal memory window was still intact. This was still considered large

enough to discriminate between a logic “1” and a logic “0” memory.

TEST OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

The main objective in this test phase was to evaluate the Diode Compen-

sation circuit presented in Phase 2. The second objecti ve was to evaluate

the new lIMOS memory transistor in two different high dose rate environments

- 
- and then compare the results .

To achieve these two objectives, the test trans istor was evaluated un der

the test conditions presented in Figure 2. The first setup illustrates a

worse case condi tion where large threshold voltage shifts were recorded after

hi gh dose rate irradiations (See Test Phase 1). The second configuration

represents an optimum test condition where no charge buildup or false Write

was allowed to occur across the leads of the test device. This setup was

used in Phase 2 and in the Co-60 tests. Test condition 3 represents the cir-

cumvention technique where a bidirectional diode was installed between the

memory gate and the grounded substrate. This setup allows the simulation of

a lIMOS memory transistor being driven by a Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS)

type device. The bid i rectional diode should become photoconducting during

irradiation in the same way a PNP MOS source-drain junction would photo-

conduct. If the diode compensation circuit works, It should simu l ate (during

the radiation burst) the test conditions presented in configuration number 2.

Note that for this particular test phase, the bidirec tional d iode ~as composed

of two single lN9l4 diodes wired back-to-back.
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TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The test results from this evaluation showed that the diode compen-

sation circuit (Test Condition 3) did eliminate the false Write phenomenon

observed under Test Condition 1. The compensation circuit was effective for

both the E-beam and the Flash X-ray environments. In the comparison tests

between the two high dose rate environmen ts, the results showed that the same
effects existed in both environments, but at different magnitudes. The effects

were worse in the 2 MeV E-beam. Data showed that the memory losses

(for the same dose rate levels) in the E-beam were greater by a factor of

approxImately 4 over the memory losses in the X-ray mode. Verification of

these results is presented in Figure s 3 and 4.

Figure 3 shows the Threshold Voltage shifts (or memory losses) of nine

Fast Forward lIMOS memory transistors as a function of E-beam total dose and

dose rate. The main curve presents the data when the gates of the test

devices were clamped at 1 Mo above the substrate ground (Test Condition 1).

For comparison purposes, the threshold shifts as a function of equivalent

total accumulated dose were also plotted for Co-60 exposures . Finally, a third

plot using the diode compensation circuit on three of the test transistors

was also recorded.

The results in Figure 3 show that large threshold shifts did occur in

the memory devices when operating in the High Conduction State and under Test

Condition 1. As an example, at the dose rate level of 6 x 1011 Rad(Si)/sec

[3 x bO~ Rad(Sl) of total dose], the shifts were large enough to be consider-

ed a total memory loss. A total shift in memory state was considered to

occur at the dose rate level of 1 x 1012 Rad(S1 )/sec . These results are In

agreement with the data obtained in the Phase 1 tests.
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The diode compensation results of Figure 3, show that the three data

points agree with the Co-60 plot. That is , the memory losses under Test

Condition 3 were now due only to total dose irradiation. The false Write

phenomenon observed under Test Condition 1 has been el iminated. This find-

ing verifies the effectiveness of the PNP diode action in E—beam radiation.

To find out whether a high dose rate ganuiia source would give the same

results as the E-beam experiments, the same ser ies of tests with the same

test devices was performed in the X-ray Mode using the AFWL TREF 1590 machine.

All test procedures were the same. The only differences were the radiation

type and spectrum. Figure 4 presen ts the resul ts.

The data presented show clearly that the same effects are present in

the Ganina Mode at high dose rates as in the E-beam Mode. However , the extent

of the effect is signifi cantly reduced. As an example , a dose rate level

greater than 2 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec in the Ganina Mode would be required to

produce a total memory loss in one of the test transistors. To produce the

same loss in the E-beam Mode would require a dose rate of only 6 x 10”

Rad(Si )/sec.

Again , as in the E-beam tests , the results of Diode Compensation from

the gama dose rate tests matched the low dose rate Co-60 resul ts. Th is

information again showed that there was no true dose rate radiation shift

for MNOS memories, only a spurious Write pulse during burst.
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FINAL CONCLUSIONS

From this test evaluation and from Phases 1 and 2, the following con-

clusions were formulated.

1. The MNOS transistor can survive and operate in a high dose rate

radiation environment wi th no permanent changes in its electrical operat-

Ing characteristics. This means that even after a possible memory loss

at a high dose rate, the device can be re-written and operated as if it was

never irradiated.

2. If major memory losses do occur in a high dose env ironment , they

are attributed to a negative Wri te voltage generated across the Gate-Substrate

j unction during the radiation burst. This is true only if there is a mod-

erately high Impedance between the Gate , Substrate, and ground.

3. When there is a high Impedance between the Gate, Substrate, and the

ground terminal of the MNOS device, the memory losses will be greater in

high dose rate E-beam environment than in a high dose rate gamma environment.

A reason for this conclusion is presented in the DISCUSSION.

4. Shunt ing the charge buildup across the Gate-Substrate junction dur-

in g the radiation burst will resul t in a MNOS memory transistor tha t is not

dose rate dependent (only total dose dependent). That is , if the charge

buildup can be prevented on the Gate-Substrate leads during the radiation

shot, the resulting threshold shifts (or memory losses) will be of the same

magnitude as those measured In a lower dose rate environment of equivalent

total absorbed dose (Co-6O).

5. Finally, the false Wri te phenomemon observed throughout the evaluation

can be automatically circumvented by using bidirectional diode techniques.

_ _ _ _ _  
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DISCUSSION

In the above three test evaluations It was observed that there was a

-
• Wr i te disturb mechanism that was caused by a high negative vol tage being

generated across a high impedance Gate-Substrate junction of the test devices

during a radiation burst. This disturb mechanism was the cause of the memory

losses at dose rate level s lower that predicted and was greater in the E-beam

Mode than it was in the Ganina Mode. tip till this last phase of testing, the

source of this sudden charge buildup was not idenified. But, as a result of

the false Wri te effect appearing in both of the transient modes , a possible

source could now be identified. This source was “Secondary Elec trons ”.

Secondary Electrons have been know to appear in both of the test environments

when the beams (at high dose rates) were directed at thin metal targets. It

is now bel ieved that low energy secondary electrons were driven off the can

lids of the test devices during the tests. The result was that these low

energy electrons did not penetrate the target, but did attach themselves to

the post and fly-wires of the memory device , creating a large negative voltage

pulse across a high impedance path to ground. In some of the above tests, the

external Gate to Ground to Substrate path was a high impedance. The final

effect was a false Write pulse re-writing a memory during a radiation burst.

This phenomenon was greater in the 2 MeV E-beam environment because

there was a greater number of low energy electrons, mainly from the beam itself.

Adding the bidirectional diode to the circuit simply removed the high imped- 
- 

-

ance path during the irradiation, thereby preventing a charge build-up. The

result was there was no false Write.

From these three series of high dose rate tests, It was concluded that

the lIMOS memory transistor is a viable candidate for use in nuclear and space
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I
radiation environments. The device was inherently hard to neutron irrad-

iat ion , Co-6O irradiation, and high dose rate irradiation. All that was

necessary was to reduce the susceptibility to large voltage buildups re-

sui ting from secondary electrons. Using a circumvention technique like the

one presented in Phases 2 and 3 of th is evaluat ion would solve this problem.

- ; As a result of this effort, the Air Force Weapons Laboratory became act-

ively involved in 1973 (with Sperry Rand) to design , test, and fabrica te

a ful ly decoded radiation hardened MNOS RAM array.
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IONIZING DOSE RATE AND TOTAL DOSE TESTS ON
RADIATION HARDENED PMOS TRANS ISTORS

ABSTRACT

This report presents the ionizing radiation total dose and dose-rate
evaluation performed on a radiation hardened P-channel Metal Oxide Semiconductor
(PtIOs) transistor fabricated in 1973 by Sperry Rand . The objective of this
evaluation was to determine the susceptibility of the PMOS technology (on bulk
sil icon) which was to be used for the decoder circuitry of a radiation 1!ardened
IS! MNOS RAM array under development by the Air Force Weapons Laboratory.
Results from the effort showed that the permanent degradation of the Gate
Threshold Vol tages for the test dev ices was direc tly depen dent u pon the total
dose absorbed and the Appl ied Gate Bias during irradiation. The greatest
degrada tion occurred when the test dev ices were under a positive bias , and the
leas t degrada tion occurred when the trans istors were under zero or negative
bias. The optimum Gate to Substrate bias was zero volts . Under this condition ,
the PMOS devices could absorb a total dose of Co-6O irradiation of at least
1 x 106 Rad(Si) and a dose rate of flash x—ray irradiation of at least
2 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec before the failure criterion was met. The results also
showed that for the same total dose a bsorbed , at the same Appl ied Gate Bias,
the degra dation of the Gate Threshol d Vol tage was greater i n the hi gh dose rate
environment than in the low dose rate environment. This phenomenon was
attributed to an effective positive Gate Bias (proportional to the dose rate
level ) being generated across the external Gate to Substrate resistance path
and to a “Photovol taic ” Bias Effect being generated within the Substrate of the
test device itself.

-I
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INTRODUCTION

In the preceding eval uations, it was shown that the MNOS memory tran-

sistor had a high tolerance to nuclear radiation. As a result, the Air

Force Weapons Laboratory initiated an effort wi th Sperry Rand to design ,

fabricate and test a Large Scale Intergrated (LSI) MNOS RAM array suitable

for appl ication in a nuclear and space radiation environment.

One of the f irst objectives of this new effort was to develop a hardened

peripheral technology which could be incorporated on the same chip as the

MNOS memory cells and be used as the decoder circuitry. In selecting the

the proper technology , “Available Resources” , “Risk” , and “Time” were used

as the main guide lines. Under these restraints , the P-channel Metal Oxide

Semiconductor (PMOS) technology was chosen. This technology differed from

the MNOS in that the PMOS was a Fixed Threshold device was subjected to

permanent Gate Threshold changes in radiation environments. However, in the

1974 to 1975 time frame, this technology had a broad exposure and showed a

high probability for success , when integrated with MNOS.

The main objective of this paper is to evaluate this PMOS technology in

ionizing rao ition environments . This was done with the use of special Enhance-

ment Mode PMO S (on bulk silicon) devices incorporating a “clean ” Gate ox ide

for radiation hardness. Environments used for this evaluation were the Sandia

- Laboratories Co-60 source and the AFWL P1-1590 10 MeV peak Flash X-ray machine

( FXR) . Total dose and dose rate data were obtained .
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THE PMOS TEST TRANSISTOR

The device type tested in this evaluation was chosen from a group of

four PMOS gate struc tures , al l fabricated for the AFWL by Sperry Rand in Nov-

ember of 1973. Major characteristics of the device chosen were that it had

a Gate structure of approximately 1150 Angstroms of “Aubuchon ” clean ox ide ,

a Drain-Source Breakdown Voltage of approximately 48 volts , and a pre-

radiation Gate Threshold Voltage of approximately -2 vol ts.

Selection of this particular structure over the other three was made

from preliminary radiation tests performed at the Sandia Laboratories SPR II

nuclear reactor and Co—60 source (ref. 1). The test results showed that the

clean oxide structure could survive 1 MeV neutron irradiation up to lO’~ n/cm2

with no degrading effects, and suf fer a permanen t shift i n Ga te Threshol d

Voltage of less than 2 volts (under zero bias) after 4bsorbing a total dose

of Co-60 radiation of 1 x 106 Rad(Si). The three other device types (with

oxynitride gates) suffered the same shift after absorbing a total dose of

only 1 x lo~ Rad(Si), an order of magnitue lower in total ganina radiation

hardness than the clean oxide structure.

Each of the transistors tested in this evaluation was packaged -in a four—

lead TO—5 transistor can. The mask configuation was the same design used

in the previous MNOS test devices (See Figure 1 in the first test phase of

the MNOS evaluation).

1. Marraffino , I’, et al. Design and Fabrication of Radiation Hardened MNOS
Memory Array, AFWL-TR-74-209.
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TEST OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

The objective of this evaluation was to determine the effects of total

dose and dose rate radiation on the “Static Characteristics ” of the PMOS

test device . The Static Characteristics define the operation of the test

transistor under the influence of appl ied DC voltages . In this test , the

primary interest is in determining the permanent changes in the Gate Thres-

hold Voltage before and after a particular total dose or dose rate radiation.

The basic setup for this series of tests is illustrated below in Figure 1.

(Co—60) (Flash X—ray)

Figure 1. Co-60 and Flaxh X-ray PMOS Test Configurations.

In the total dose tests , the PMOS devices were irradiated (while under

different Gate biases ) in a Co-60 source at Sandia Laboratories . The devices

were irradiated beyond a total dose level of 1 x 106 Rad(Si ) at the low dose

rate of 4 .7 x 102 Rad(S i) /sec . The data showed the permanent changes in the

Gate Threshold Voltage as a function of total gamma dose and applied Gate

bias.

~ 
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In the high dose rate tests , the devices were irradiated in the X-ray

Mode at the AFWL 1590 Super Flash X-ray Facility. The dose rate levels of

exposure ranged from 2 x 1011 to 2 x 1012 Rad(Si )/sec . The transistors were

irradiated with resistors of different values installed between the Gate and

grounded Substrate leads. Values of these resistors ranged from 100 ohms

to 1 Megohm. No Gate bias voltage was applied during the radiation period.

The motivation for using this setup was to measure the effects of charge and

Gate vol tage buildup under high and low Gate to Ground impedance. Data show—

ed the permanent changes in the Gate Threshold Voltage as a function of applied

dose rate and external Gate to Substrate resistance.

C0-6O TEST RESULTS

The Co—60 test results are presented in Figures 2 through 4. Basically,

the data show that the special PMOS test transistor Is “bias dependent” when

operating in a total dose gama environment. That is, the permanent Gate

Threshold Vo ltage Shift (~V th ) is not only a func tion of the total absor bed

raéiation dose, but also dependent upon the applied Gate bias during the

radiation.

The resul ts show that the test device has a high resistance to the total

dose irradiation while operating under zero or negative Gate bias conditions

(See Figure 2). At zero Gate bias , the permanent shift in the Gate Threshold

was less than -2 vol ts, even after absorbing 1 x 106 Rad(Si) of total dose.

At this high dose level , under -30 volts Gate bias , the shif t was st i ll onl y

approximately -2.5 volts . This was not the case for positive bias.

Under positive bias conditions , the permanent shift in Gate Threshold

Vol tage as a function of total dose were more pronounced (See Figure 3).

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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For example, under a Gate bias of +5.0 volts , the threshold voltages suffered

permanent shifts of approximately -2 volts after absorbl nq a total dose

of only a little over 1 x iO~ Rad(Si). This amounts to a radiation hard-

ness level of at least two orders of magnitude lower than that observed under

zero bias. In fact, even with a positive bias of only +0.2 volts , the thresh-

old was still greater than those measured under -30 volts.

The magnitude of this bias dependency is best seen in Figure 4. Shown

are the permanent shifts in the Gate Threshold Voltage (for three different

levels of total dose) as a function of positive and negative Gate bias.

Basically , the plots show that the PMOS test transistors will have a high

resistance to total dose radiation as long as the applied Gate bias remains

negative. However, if the bias were allowed to go positive (even by a few

millivolts) , the susceptibility to radiation would be greatly increased.

FLASH X-RAY TEST RESULTS

The flash x-ray evaluation showed that the PMOS test transistor had a

susceptibility to high dose rate ionizing radiation . This was especially

true if there was a high external impedance between the Gate lead and the

Substrate junction. Figure 5 shows this sensitivity .

The results showed that the permanent Gate Threshold Voltage shifts

recorded on the test devices and as a function of dose rate radiation , were

directly dependent upon the size of the Gate resistor. As an example, using

a —2 vol t shift as a failure criterion , the data show that the test devices

would fall at a dose rate level of approximately 6 x 1011 Rad(Si)/sec with

a 10 ~ Gate resistor, fall at 9 x 101 1 Rad(Si)/sec wi th a 100 ohm Gate

-
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resistor , and fail somewhere beyond 2 x 1012 Rad (Si )/sec wi th zero Gate res-

istance.

The results also showed that, no matter how small the external Gate to

Substrate resistance was made, the recorded shifts in the high dose rate —

environment were still greater that those obtained in the low dose rate Co—60

source . This can be seen in Figure 5 where the flash x-ray results taken

under zero Gate resistance (all leads clamped at ground) did not match the

Co—60 data. This phenomenon could not be explained by the preceding MOS or

- :  MNOS model. As a result, a new model had to be formulated. This model is

presented in the Analysis.

ANALYSIS

In the total dose or Co-60 tests , the data showed that the permanent

Gate Threshold Vol tage Shifts were a function of the total absorbed rad-

iation dose and the applied Gate Bias. This effect is not new, for it was pre-

dicted back in 1967 (ref. 2). In that prediction , the shift in the Gate Thresh-

old Voltage of a MOS device in a low dose rate radiation environment was

attri buted to a net positive “space-charge ” within the Gate oxi de of the device

itself. The amount of space-charge buildup was found to be a function of the

total irradiated dose and the appl i ed Gate Bias. A positive bias during irrad-

iation produced the greatest net charge. When the irradiation ceased , the

net positive space-charge remined in the oxide and produced the same effec t

as a posi tive Gate Bias. When this occurred In the PMOS test devices, the

2. Mitchel l , J.P., Radiation Induced Space-Charge Buildup in MOS Structures,
IEEE Trans. on Electron Devices , ED-l4, No.11, November 1967.
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effective threshold (or turn-on voltage) was shifted towards a more negative

value . This action resulted in a decrease in the turn-on speed and a slow-

ing down of the device operation.

In the dose rate or flash x-ray tests, the findings showed that the per-

manent Gate Threshold Vol tages occurring in the P1405 test devices were a func-

tion of the dose rate and the Gate to Substrate resistor. The results also

showed that (for the same test conditions) the resulting threshold shift for

the same absorbed total dose was greater in the high dose rate flash x-ray

environment than in the low dose rate Co-60 environment. This finding sug-

gested an existence of a “dose rate effect” associated with the test device.

In studying the dose rate resul ts and associated literature, it

was discovered that there was no available model which would satisfactorily

predict the recorded data. As a result, it became necessary to develope a

new model which could explain the results. In formulating the new model ,

it was generally agreed that the large permanent threshold shifts recorded

in the high dose rate tests were enhanced by a positi ve Gate Bias being

generated across the Gate-Substrate j unction during the radiation burst.

This assumption was based upon two facts:

1. A change in the external Gate resistance (with no voltage applied)

had a large effect on the recorded threshold shifts. This indicated that

a bias vol tage was being generated across this resistor by some type of

“replacement current” during the irradiation .

2. The Co-60 results showed the same magnitudes of threshold sh ifts when

the test devices were irradiated under posit ive Gate Biases of less than

+5.0 volts. Equivalent shifts were never obtained wi th a negative bias, even

if the value was as high as -30 volts.
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A model was then proposed using the positive bias assumption as a base.

The construction of this model was centered around three dose rate disturb

mechanisms , all occurring at the same time . These mechanisms were : (1) a

sudden positi ve space charge buildup within the Gate structure during the

irradiation, (2) a replacement current flowing through the Gate resistor off-

setting the space charge , and (3) a “photovol ta ic ” effect generated within

the bulk substrate of the test device itself.

The first mechanism, the -sudden positive charge buildup within the Gate1
was assumed to be caused by high energy photons (from the FXR machine) knock-

ing off electrons from the Gate metalizatlon and oxide. mis action

then caused a replacement current ( the second mechanism) to flow from the

ground terminal , up through the Gate resistor, and then to the Gate. This

current would f low until the positive space charge was neutralized. A result

of this current flow would be a voltage drop across the Gate resistor , there-

by creating a positive bias across the Gate-Substrate junction. The magnitude

of this bias would depend upon the rate of the radiation dose and the size

of the Gate res istor. The leng th of time that this bias remained on the Gate

would depend upon the RC Time Constant of the Gate resistance and capaci- H
tance.

If the Gate resistance was zero ohms durlnQ the burst, there woul d
be no Gate Bias generated by the replacement current. However, there would

still be an effective bias (positive for PMOS) created wi thin the Substrate

by a photovoltaic effect. The response model for this effect is shown in

Figure 6. In this model the diodes represent the Source and Drain of the

test device. The resistance is the Substrate located between the channel

region and the Substrate ground contact. This resistance includes the radiation
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induced conductivity modulation , plus any lead and metalization impedance.

Dur ing in tense i rradiat ion , the diodes become photovoltaic cells loaded by

the substrate resistor. The resulting voltage across this substrate resis-

tor, negative in P-channel MOS, increases with ~ncreasing dose rate until

a saturation l evel is reached. This photovoltaic effect results in an addi-

tional bias being generated across the Gate oxide (positive for PFIOS and

negative for NMOS) during the burst. For a silicon substrate, this additional

bias can vary from 0 to 1 volt.

Analyzing the model further, by noting that the channel region is sep-

arated from ground by the Source and Drain junctions on one side and the Sub-

strate resistance on the other, results in a small signal model with the

follow ing equa tion:

I = V /R + J ~ 
qV~j,/KT 1)photo ab S o e -

This equation states that the photocurrent 
~~~~~~ 

being generated

in the Substrate of the device during a transient radiation pulse is equal

to the current flowing through the substrate resistor (R5) pl us the diode

curren t I
~ 

(e qVab/KT - 1). The voltage term (Vab) represents the potential

being generated across the parallel combination of the substrate resistor and

the source—drain diode. This voltage is the term that actually changes the

effective Gate voltage. Note that the effective Gate voltage is the actual

voltage appearing across the Gate oxide, wh ich i s the difference between the

Gate-to—ground voltage and (Vab )• The 10 (e qVa~/KT - 1) term is the D.C.

Source-Drain-Substrate diode forward current and is a function of Applied

Gate Bias. The “q” in the exponential term is the electron charge.
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This particular response model was verified at the Air Force Weapons

Laboratory in the spring of 1975, and the results were published in the IEEE

Transactions (See Reference 3).

CONCLUSIONS

From this test evaluation , the followi ng conclusions were formulated on

the hardene d Gate PMOS test trans istors :

In both radiation environments (Co-60 and flash x-ray), the permanen t

degradation of the Gate Threshold Voltages for the test devices was directly

dependent upon the total dose absorbed and the Applied Gate Bias during

irradiation. The greatest degradation occurred when the devices were irrad-

iated under a positive Gate bias. The least degradation occurred when they

were irradiated under a zero or negative bias. The optimum Gate bias for

minimum degradation was zero volts. Under this condition , the PMOS test

transistors could absorb a total dose of Co-60 irradiation of at least 1 x 106

Rad(Si) and a dose rate of flash x-ray irradiation of at least 2 x 1012 Rad

(Si)/sec before failure would occurred.

A l so, for the same absorbed total dose and for the same Appl ied Gate

Bias , the degradation of the Threshold Voltages was greater in the high

dose rate flash x-ray environment than in the low dose rate Co—60 environment.

This phenomenon was attributed to an additional positive Gate bids that was

generated across the external Gate to Substrate resistance path, and across

3. Maier, R.J. and Tallon , R.W., Dose-Rate Effects in the Permanent Thres—
hold Voltage Shifts of MOS Transistors, IEEE Trans. on Nuclear Science, Vol .
~~ 22, No. 6, December 1975.
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the internal resistance path of the Substrate itself, during the radiation

burst. The additional positive Gate bias being generated across the exter-

nal Gate to Substrate resistance was attributed to replacement currents being

created during the irradiation . The additional positive bias generated within

the silicon substrate was attributed to a Photovoltaic effect. Both of these

effects were concluded to be dose rate dependent.

DISCUSSION

From this evaluation and others, the feasibility of using this PMOS

technology for the peripheral circuitry of a radiation hardened MNOS RAN array

has been demonstrated. The only major detectable weakness to ionizing rad-

iation occurs when the PMOS Gate Bias is a positive vol tage during the irrad—

iation . Under this condition , the PMOS is highly susceptible. However, this

should not be a problem in a i2~ 
dose rate environment (such as Co-60),

because the normal designed operating Gate Bias for this technology ranges

between 0 and -30 volts. The only possibility of the Gate Bias inadvertently

going positive (during the radiation period) is in a high dose rate environment

when there is a high external impedance betwwen the Gate and Substrate ter-

minals. This potential problem can be el iminated by using the same bidirec..

tional diode compensation technique developed earlier in the discrete MNOS eval-

uatlon (See Phase 3 of the discrete MNOS test section). The other high dose

rate phenomenon, the Photovoltaic Bias Effect, should not be a problem. This

effect wi ll not become a factor unti l the dose rate level of radiation goes

well beyond 5 x 1011 Rad(S1)/sec . Even with this effect , the above PMOS tech—

nology should survive beyond 1 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec.
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MNOS MEMORY ARRAY STUDIES
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IONIZING DOSE RATE AND TOTAL DOSE TESTS ON THE NITRON
NONVOLATILE 256-BIT M1’IOS EAROM ARRAY NO. (NcM 7040)

ABSTRACT

Ionizing dose-rate and total dose tests have been performed on the Nitron
NCM 7040 EAROM array. Results from these tests have shown that the devices can
survive dose-rate level s as high as 7 x 101 1 Rad(Si )/sec with no loss of memory
data or permanent degradation in device operation. However , under certain test
conditions , the “Rea d ” and “Write” modes of the arrays can be temporarily Inter-
rupted . In the Read mode, this interruption can be induced at dose-rate level s
of 2 x lO~ Rad(Si)/sec and hig her, 1-f the radiation burst is appl ied when “Data
Output” information is just starting to come out of the memory . In the Write
mode, upsets can be induced at dose-rate levels as low as 2.5 x l0~ Rad(Si)/sec,
if the burst is appl ied at the start of a IWr lte Setup Time.” Al so , the total
dose tests have shown that the memory array can accumulate a total dose of
gamma radiation In excess of 1.5 x lO~ Ra d (S 1) an d surv ive, while cycling
through its Operational Modes at the maximum rate.
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INTRODUCTION

— 

This evaluation covers the ionizing dose—rate and total dose radiation

tests performed on the Nitron 256-bit, bul k s i l icon , MNOS EAROM array la bel ed

NCM 7040. The dose-rate tests were performed at the Air Force Weapons Lab-

ora tory’s Transient Radiation Facility using a Febetron 705 X—ray machine.

The tests were performed using the Febetron 705 in the X-ray mode and in the

E-beam mode. The total dose tests were performed at a Co-60 source located

at Sandia Laboratories, New Mexico. The overal l objective of these tests was

to obta in background da ta and evalua te test procedures wh ich could be used i n

future rad iation tests on other MNOS arrays now under devel opmen t.

THE NITRON NCM 7040

The NCM 7040 was chosen for this evaluation because it was one of the first

ful l y decoded MNOS memory arrays tha t was commerc iall y ava i l ab l e. A photogra ph

and simplified block diagram of the device is shown in Figure (1). The device

is a 64 by 4-bit word , electrically alterable, non-volatile memory. It uses

standard supply vol tages of +5 and ±15 volts. Other major features are: (1)

fully decoded addressing , (2) four words per bl ock erasability, and (3) tn-

l evel I/O for T2i and CMOS compatibilit y. Basicall y, the NCM 7040 is designed

for applications where data must be stored for indefinite periods wi thout power.

RADIATION TEST OBJECTIVES

Dose-Rate: The objectives of the dose-rate tests were to determine (1)

the dose-rate levels needed to upset or jam the operational modes of the device ,
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(A)

A5 _.
~~~

A~ thru A sel ects a
p~r t icula~ bl ock in a A _~~~~ Black Blockgroup of 16. 4 Address —‘~ Gat 16 x 16

Decoder 
~~ 

e MNOS Array
A3 — Buffers ~,rivers

A2 .—
Md & MC2 sel ects the
desired Operation Mode. MCi

Mode DecoderP R., L. LatchCA enables the device CA and Control 
___________________

in each mode. 
_______________ I ~LJ

A0 & A1 select one of A1 ~ Word Decoder I/O
four Words in a chosen 

I Buffers ‘N Buffer/Decoders
block. A0 —

~~~~~ V

DI 1 to D14 = Data In
DI 1 - -DI4 D01 - D04

D0l to D04 = Data Out
(B)

Figure 1. Photograph and Simplified Block Diagram of the Nitron NCM 7040,
256-bit, MNOS EAROM Array.
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(2) the maximum dose—rate level s the device could withstand and still operate

after the burst, and (3) the length of time needed to recover from a partic-

ular radiation burst.

Total Dose: In the Co-60 tests, the objective was to determine the

permanent or temporary changes in the memory ’ s character istics (under differ-

ent operating conditions) as a result of a given amount of ionizing radiation .

TEST SETUP

In order to achieve the above objectives (especially in the dose-rate

tests ) , the test setup had to have the following capabilities : (1) the ability

to place the radiation burst at any point wi thin the test cycle, (2) the ability

to exercise the memory array at its maximum cycle rate with the test device in

the test cell , (3) the ability to record the memory responses before, dur ing ,

and imediately after the radiation burst, and (4) the ability to make a deci-

sion on the effectiveness of the radiation.

The radiation test setup that was used to meet these requirements is

illus trated in Figure (2). Shown is the 256-bit memory device being electrically

exercised in the radiation test cell by a Macrodata MD-l04 LSI tester (in

a remote data room) through as “Interface Board. ” The Macrodata provides the

control functions (Clear, Write , and Read), address generations , the data

patterns to the In terface Board , and the responses to the data returning from

the board. The Interface Board provides the voltage transitions between the

TTL output levels of the Macrodata and the ± 15 volt levels of the test device.
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The board also provides adjustable controls over the timing and the pulse

widths of the memory gating signals. Some of the major timing parameters

provided by the setup for this eval uation were :

(1) Read Cycle Time = 5psec

(2 ) Chip Access Wri te Ti me = 1.4ms

(3) Total Block Write Time = 2ms , and

(4) Data Strobe Time = 2~isec

These timing gates were set to accommodate the slowest of the ten devi ces

tested. They were wi thin the maximum pa rame~er ranges specified by the

manufacture r. Al so , the Data Strobe T ime was the amount of time given

to the test devices to respond to a Read pulse. As used here , the Data Strobe

is an indirect measuremen t 0-f the memory Read Access Time. Any tes t devi ce

that did not respond within the 2~isec time period caused the MD-1O4 test system

to respond wi th an error. A number of line drivers were employed in the test

setup to insure the maximum cycl e rate by driving the 20-foot transmission

lines between the test devi ce and the Interface board . For the dose-rate tests ,

a remote trigger circuit was provided to synchronize the flash x-ray burst with

any point wi thin the operational cycle. Data responses , Pass / Fail  info rmation

and Access Times were recorded by high speed dual -beam scopes .

TEST PROCEDURES

PHASE-I , FLASH X-RAY TESTS

The first phase of the radiation testing was the dose-rate tests. These

tests were classifi ed as “Dynami c Tests” because the results were concerned

with the device behavior before, during, and immediately after the radiation

burst. The type of tests fel l into three aeneral areas , these were : (1) the

Operational Disturb Tests, (2) the Survival Tests, and (3) the Recovery Tests.
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(1) The Operational Disturb Tests

The first series of transient tests was the Operational Disturb Tests.

The main objective of these tests was to determine the minimum dose-rate levels

which would produce an error in the device response. This test was divided

into two groups : (a) the Read Disturb Tests , and (b) the Wri te Disturb Tests .

The dose-rates of interest for these two groups ranged from lO~ Rad(Si )/sec

to 1010 Rad(Si)/sec.

(a) The Read Dis turb Tests: The Read Disturb was performed first because

the memory device was thought to be more sensitive to transient upsets when

it was operating in the Read Mode. In this test , the radiation burs t was

applied in the Read Cycle with the objective of producing errors in the

recorded memory responses . The exact test point is ill ustrated in Figure (3).

This tes t burst point was chosen because it was given the greatest probability

of upsetting the Read Cycle at the lowest possible dose-rate. It was applied

at the beginning of a data output response for some arbitrarily chosen word.

The objective was to determine the lowest dose-rate level which would prevent

or delay the memory from being read in the required Access Time.

(b ) The Write Disturb Test: The second group under the Disturb Phase was

the Wri te Disturb Test. The objecti ve of this test was to determine the dis-

turb mechanism of a radiation burst which occurs in the Write Cycle. The

radiation test points chosen are shown In Figure (4). All three burst points

were chosen wi th the objective of preventing data from being wri tten Into the

memory. TP2 was considered to be the most damaging , for a successful jam of

the Chip Access gate In this mode woul d prevent an entire block of four data

words from being clocked into the memory. Successful jams at TP3 or TP4
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READ MODE

Chip Access (CA)

Data Out (DOO-DO3) 

~f ~
____

~
‘

TPl

Figure 3. Flash X-ray Test Point in Relation to the Chip Access (CA) Gate
and the Data Output Pulses of the Read Mode. -

BLOCK WRITE MODE

_ _ _  _ _ _ _/ \-~. Address (A0)

1 Address (A1)

_____ 

1 
1 \. Chip Access (CA)

~~~)(~~l_~~ 2 3 4 Data Input (DI1 - D12)

f

~
‘TP4 ~

‘ 
TP3 ~

‘TP2

Figure 4. Flash X- ray Radiation Test Points in Relation to a Block Write
Mode. Note that this Mode allows for the Sequential Clocking of four Data
Words into the Memory wi th only one Write pulse.
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would only prevent one data word from being written. Several Wri te Blocks

(of the sixteen available) were arbitrarily chosen for the tests. From the

recorded data , two items were determined: (1) the minimum dose-rate levels

which would prevent the chosen Write Blocks from functioning, and (2) the effects

on the other Wr ite periods which occur in the same Write Cycle.

(2) Survival and (3) Recovery Tests

The last part of the dose-rate tests was the Survival and Recovery

measurements . The primary objectives in these tests were to : (1) determine

the maximum dose-rate levels the devices could wi thstand and still operate

after the burst , and (2) determine the recovery time . The dose-rate levels

for these tests ranged from 2 x IO~ Rad (Si)/sec to levels greater than

1 x l0’~ Rad(Si)/sec. For the survival tests , above 2.1 x 1010 Rad(Si )/sec ,

only the “Pause” or “Wait ” per iod was subjected to radiation. This was

because of the limi ted amount of devices and the probability that the survival

level would be higher for the Pause period .

The final step of the dose-rate tests was to measure the Recovery times.

This measurement was made throughout the entire Operational Disturb evaluation,

and was obtained mainly during the Read Cycles of the devices . From the data ,

Recoverery Time versus Dose-Rate was obtained .

PHASE-Il , Co-60 TESTS

The second majo r phase of the radiation testing was the total dose tests .

This series was composed of three types of tests, each type representing an

operational condition of the device. These were:
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(1) the Clear/Write/Read Cycle test

(2) the Read Only Cycle test, and

(3) the Pause test.

The first two tests were classified as Dynamic and the last test was

Static. The Dynamic tests were concerned with the device behavior

before, during and immediately after the radiation. The Stati c tests were

concerned with device behavior directly before and after a specified level

of exposure.

The Cl ear/Write /Read Cycle Test

In this test, the memory device was continuously cycled through all of

its operational modes (at the maximum rate ) while being irradiated. In the

meantime , the data output from the memory device along with the Read Acces s

Time was continuously monitored. The changes in Access Time were recorded

during the test. The test was continued until the data output signals no

longer showed the correc t test patterns. From the resul ts , the total dose

that the test device could withstand whi le operating under a maximum s tress

condition was known. Also , the Read Access Time as a function of total dose

was plotted. Note that this test (of the three presented) was considered to

be the “Worst-Case. ”

The Read Only Cycl e Test

This tes t was also cl assified as a dynami c test and is similar to Test #1.

The only difference is that the memory device was being continuously read

while being Irradiated. The same parameters were recorded and plotted.
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The stress conditions while under radiation for this test were less severe

than the conditions in Test Setup #1. As a result, the total dose absorbed

before a Read error occurs should be greater than in Test #1.

The Pause Onl y Test

This was the Static test. The test device was only subjected to radia- —

tion during the Pause or Wait period of operation. No Clear , Write , or Read

pulse was applied during irradiation. However, all other D.C. voltages were

present. Again, as in the previous two tests , the total absorbed dose for

Read errors was recorded and the Read Access Time as a function of total dose

was plotted. The total dose failure level from this test should correlate

approximately wi th the Pause Mode Survival Test performed in the dose—rate

tests.

TEST RESULTS

PHASE-I , FLASH X-RAY

(1) Operational Disturb Tests

All of the Operational Disturb Tests were performed in a Febetron 705

2 MeV Flash X— ray environment (X—ray Mode), using a 20 nsec. radiation pulse.

The results are given below :

(a ) Read Disturb Upsets: Trans ient radiation upsets were recorded in

the test device ’s Read Mode at dose-rate levels as low as: 2.0 x io~ Rad

(Sl)/sec. The lowest levels of upset occurred when the radiation burst was
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applied at the beginning of a Logic “1” Data Output response. For Data Out-

put responses of Logic “0”, a dose—rate level of approximately 1 x 108 Rad

(Si)/sec was needed for an upset. To illustrate these types of upsets, the

results of two Read Disturb dose-rate tests are presented below in Figures 5

through 7.

Wo rd Number

25 26 27 28 29 33 31 32 33 34 35
6V .- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~ 

2v _f 1b_J
~

1
L J

~
1
b J

’ 1
LJ’J

~
...._[ D02 Output

- i  i i I I I I I I I Time (5 ps/div)

~~~ :: J L J 1_~ H 1 1_ [ M D 104 Response

Figure 5. Pre—radiation Data taken on Test Device NCM 7040 EAROM No. 7 (Lot
No. 7604—1113440). Top Trace: “Checke rboard” Output Response via Data Output
Line D02 for Words No. 25 through 35. Bottom Trace: Macrodata Response to
the above D02 Output Line.

Figure (5) above, illustrates the test method used to record and evaluate

the dose—rate responses in the Operational Disturb Tests. The top trace shows

a section of the memory readout (a checkerboard pattern) via one of the Data

Output Lines. The bottom trace shows the simultaneous Macrodata response to

the above data out. Both responses are correct for the stored pattern. In a

l ike manner , three other dual-beam scopes are used for the other data lines .
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Figure (6) shows the lowest dose-rate level where both of the two logic

outputs were upset. Figure 6A shows an upset for the “0” logic output and

Figure 6B shows an upset for the logic “1” output. Data output results via

lines number D03 and D04 are not shown. This was because their results were

the same as D0l and D02 respect ively.

The results in Figure 6A showed that the radiation burst actually delayed

the logic “0” output pulse long enough to exceed the Chip Access Read Time .

The result was an output voltage transition (for Word No. 27) that never went

low enough to trigger the TTL “0” logic level of the Macrodata test system.

The outcome was a false data response and a recorded error.

In Figure 6B, the end results were the same, but more pronounced. When

the burst hit the start of the logic “1” output, the result i ng response

never (during the entire Read Cycle) reached the required level to correctly

activate the test system ’ s logic “1” level . As a result) an error was again

recorded.

Figure (7) presents the same type of information as shown in Figure (6),

with one exception. The applied radiation burst was set at the highest level

available in the X-ray Mode. The results were predictable. Upset errors were

recorded in more than one Read cyc le. Figure 7A shows that two Read cycles

were affected . These were the word being read during the burst and the word

being read immediately after the burst. Figure 7B shows the worst case, that

is , when the radiation burst hits at the start of a logic “1” output. For

this situation, three Read cycles were affected , the one dur ing the burst, and

the fol lowi ng two words. The result was an error period or Recovery Time of

approx imately 15 ~is.

These error periods or Recovery Times recorded in the above Read Disturb
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= i.o x 108 Rad(Si)/sec

6V. -

2V 
1~~

j

f 

D~ 1 Output

1 I I I I I I I I I I Time (5135/sec)

~ :: 1_r 1:~IJ ~_fl_J ~_f ~~~ MD-104 Response

error

(A )

1.0 x 108 Rad(Si)/sec

~~ TP1

2V D02 Output

I l’ime (5~.is/div)

o: J ~ 1 J j f I_J ~___ 
MD-104 Response

error

(B)

Figure 6. Transient Radiation Response for Read Disturb Test taken at the Dose-
Rate level of 1.0 x 108 Rad(Si)/sec . Test Device: NCM 7040 EAROM No. 7 (Lot No.
7604-1113440). Responses: Checkerboard Readout for memory words No. 25 to 35
v ia Data Lines DOl and D02. Total Dose delivered during burst = 2.0 Rad(Si).
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= 2.1 x iO’° Rad(Si)/secTP1

2V. 1~J~ J

’

~
1

L J 1lTJ
~
1L, 

D03 Output

I I I I I I I I I ~ ~ Time (5ps/div)

1 F t . F ~ I Lfl i L MD~104 Response

j _i0
~
s_aiI

error period

(A)

~
‘
TP1 

= ~.1 X 1010 Rad(Si)/sec

~~~~~~~~ 
DO4 Output

I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
Time (5ps/div)

SV: - 

~~-104 Response

lSps
• I

error period

(B)

Figure 7. Transient Radiation Response for Read Disturb Test taken at the Dose-
Rate level of 2.1 x 1010 Rad(Si)/sec. Test Device : NCM 7040 EAROM No. 3 (Lot No.
7604-1111440). Responses: Checkerboard Readout for Memory Words No. 5 to 15 vIa
Data Lines D03 and D04. Total Dose delivered during the burst = 420 Rad(Sl).
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I
eval uation were determined to be dose-rate related. A si~nmary of these

recovery periods is presented under (3) Recovery Time Tests.

Other information obtained from this portion of the eval uation was: (1)

no data werelost in the actual Ibt~lOS memory of the test devi ce as a result of

the above transient radiation pulses , (2) all of the upsets were attributed

to effects within the peripheral circuitry, and (3) no permanent changes in

the electrical characteristics of the devi ce were noted during this test

phase.

(b) Write Disturb Upsets: Transient radiation upsets were recorded in the

Write Mode that prevented particul ar memory words from being written in the

test device at dose-rate levels as low as 2.5 x lO~ Rad(Si)/sec (See Figure 8).

Transient upsets were also recorded that prevented chosen blocks of words from

being written at dose-rate levels as low as 4.0 x l0~ Rad(Si)/sec (See Figure 9).

An unexpected result in this phase of testing was that upsets were also recorded

in other Words or Blocks of Words that were not being wri tten during the burst

time.

As an example, in Figure (8) the radiation burst was applied at the start

of the clocking sequence for the second word of the eighth Block Write Cycle.

The objective was to prevent Word No. 30 from being written into the memory.

Resul ts showed that the attempted upset was successful ; but they also showed

that Word No. 14 of B1ock (4) was also jammed. The same results were recorded

in Figure (9). Here the radiation burst was applied in Wri te Block No. (8) at

the start of the Chip Access Gate. The objective was to jam the writing of the

entire Block No. (8). The resul ts showed that two blocks were affected. These

were Block Nos. (4) and (8). RepeatIng the test wi th Write Block (4) being hit

by radiation produced the same results. Blocks (4) and (8) were again jammed.
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Block (8) Write Mode

____ ‘~__ I Address (~~)

•1 _
Address (Aj)

I _
Chip Access (CA)

1 2 3 4 Data Input (DI1-D12)

+
~~TP3 

= 2.5 x l0~ Rad(Si)/soc

Results

Block (8)
Block (4

t~\~~ ~~~~~~~~ (14) ~~~~~~~~~~~ (30)

~ 

:: 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 
D01 0tlt~~t

I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I

.J1[[!~..j......[1_.[1_~11J L.[L.rL.rL.LLJ1.....1l MD-104 Response

error error

Figure 8. Transient Radiation Results for the Write Disturb Test taken at the
Dose-Rate level of 2.5 x i07 Rad(Si)/sec. Test Device: NCM 7040 No. 5 (Lot No.
7604-1113440). Lower Response: Checkerboard Readout for Memory Words No. 10
to 34 via Data Output Line D01. Total Dose delivered during the Burst = 0.5 Rad(S1).

_ _ _ _ _  
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Block (8) Write Mode

V_ _I _ _ _ _/ Address (~~)

__________I \......... Address (A 1)

______________________________I Chip Access (CA)

1 2 X 3J Data Input (Dl i - DI 2)

+
TP2 

= 4.0 x 10~ Rad(Si)/sec

~~ Results %

Block (4) Block (8)

6~ 
~~ 
,
,....... words 13 to 16 

Words 29 to 32

:: ~~~~~~~~~ D04 Output

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  I Time(10J~s/d
iv)

~ :: .j 1.~ LL[1J1J1J1J1J1 : ;‘ f1....fl. MD-l04 Response

‘ft
errors errors

Figure 9. Transient Radiation Results for the Write Disturb Test taken at the
Dose-Rate level of 4 x iol Rad(S1)/sec. Test Device: NCM 7040 No. 6 (Lot No.
7604-1113440). Lower Responses: Checkerboard Readout for Memory Words No. 11
to 35 vIa Data Output Line D~4. Total Dose delivered during the Burst = 0.8 Rad(Si).
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After further testing wi th other Write Blocks, it was concl uded that the

radiation upsets would always occur in two blocks . These were the particular

block being written during the burst and an associated block (no matter

when it was written). These related blocks are:

(1) and (5) (9) and (13)

(2) and (6) (10) and (14)

(3) and (7) (11) and (15)

(4) and (8) (12) and (16)

Al though no data are presented, Write Disturbs were also recorded when the

radiation burst was applied at TP4 (Ref. Figure 4). As a result, it was

determined that a Write Disturb could be obtained on the NCM 7040 for any

transient radiation pulse (of significant magnitude) being applied in a Block

Write time frame between TP2 and TP4.

Other information worth noting from this test phase was that no permanent

changes in any of the electrical characteristics or parameters were recorded.

Al so, no Clear Disturb Tests were performed on the test devices because of

the long Block Cl ear Time (approximately 1 second).

(2) Survival Tests

With the exception of one test performed In the X-ray Mode, all of the

Survival Tests were performed in the Flash X—ray (E-beam) environment using

a 50 nsec radiation burst.

The main results from these tests showed that the NCM 7040, while operat-

ing in the Pause Period, can survive and operate properly after absorbing a

transient radiation burst as high as 7 x loll Rad(S1)/sec. Note that survival
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means that the device can be cleared, written , and read properly after a

period of recovery, with no changes in the el ectri cal cha racteristics . The

minimum period of recovery needed for the NCM 7040 at the hiohest dose-ra tes

was found to be from 20 to 25 psec . A few samples of tests performed under

this phase are presented below in Figures 10 through 13.

Figures 10 and 11 show the responses of two devices that actually sur-

vived. The first figure shows the response at the high test level in the

X-ray mode (2.1 x lO10Rad(Si)/sec). The second figure shows the response

recorded at the highest survival l evel in the E-beam (7.3 x lO~~Rad(SI)/sec).

Above thi s level , no device compl etely recovered.

Analyzing the above responses shows that shortly after the radiation burst,

a sudden positive voltage charge appears on the data output lines. This Dositive

charge remains on the lines for periods ranqing up to ~ millisecond (See Flaure

13), or unti l the Read Mode is activated. Because of the PMOS and MNOS con-

struction of the test devices, this charging phenomena was attributed to “Photo-

currents,” “Space-charge Buildup, ” “Secondary Elect ron Caoture ,” and “Photo-

volta ic Effec ts. ” This particular vol tage build-u p does not aonear to adversely

affect the operation 0f the devi ce , for as soon as the Read gating seauence is

started, the voltage build -up is quickly discharged.

Figure 12 presents the response of one of the test devi ces that suffered

some permanent damage in parts of the peripheral ci rcuitry. Tota l failure was

not the case however, because after approxima tely 80 ~zsec , the device showed

partial signs of recovery. The recovery was good enough to detect the oroper

data stored in the memory. It wa3 not aood enough, however, to transmi t this

data at the correct voltage level s to the external test systems.
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~~TP5 
= 2.1 x 1010 Rad(Si)/sec

2 D
~
2 Output

i I I I I I ~-
j- i i I I Time (lOj.zs/div )

~ li__li__Il_ li__f 1_i MD-104 Response

Pause Period 
4

uu Read Period

Figure 10. Transient Radiation Results for a Survival Test taken at the Dose-
Rate level of 2.1 x 1010 Rad(Si )/sec (X-ray Mode). Test Device: NCM 7040 No. 3
(Lot No. 7604—1111440). Trace: Trailing edge of Pause Period followed by a
Checkerboard Memory Readout.

~~TP5 
= 7.3 x 10H Rad(Si)/sec

D02 Output

I I I I I I I I I I I Time (iOps/div)

~ :~ 11._J 1.JL.J1...JT....J MD-104 Response

Pause Period Read Period

FIgure 11. Transient Radiation Results for a Survival Test taken at the Dose-
Rate level of 7.3 x lO’~ Rad(SI)/sec (E-beam Mode). Test Device: NCM 7040 No. 4
(Lot No. 7604-1113440). Trace: Trailing edge of Pause Period followed by a
Checkerboard Memory Readout.
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= 2.5 x 1012 Rad (Si)/sec
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D02 Output

~l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  t lime (lOps/div)

~ : I 
17 7 7 _:TT7 77j~7 _~~iJ~iT MD_ 1o4 Response

Pause Period Read Period (all errors)

Figure 12. Transient Radiation Results for a Survival Test taken at the Dose—
Rate level of 2.5 x 1012 Rad(Sl)/sec (E-beam Mode). Test Device: NCM 7040
No. 1 (Lot No. 7604—1113440). Response: Trailing edge of Pause Period followed
by a checkerboard memory readout.

~ TP7 
= ~~ x io12 Rad(Si)/sec

,~~~6.. *
_ _  _ _ _

0~ D~3 ~~tput

Time (200us/div)

(Pause Period)

FIgure 13. Transient Radiation Results for a complete Recovery Time test taken
at the Dose—Rate level of 1 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec (E-beam Mode). Test Device:
NCM 7040 No. 6 (Lot No. 7604-1113440). Trace: Trailing edge of discharge curve
resulting from a high dose—rate radiation pulse.
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(3 ) Recovery Time Tests

In this eval uation , the recovery time is the minimum period needed by

the test device to recoup from a radiation burst and resume a normal opera-

tional cycle. For the dose-rate l evels tested, the NCM 7040 requ i res

recovery times ranging from O.2~.is to approximately 25 us. The table of

Recovery Times for the different Dose-Rate level s is presented below :

Dose-Rate Level Recovery Time Rea d Cycl es Affected
(Rad(Si )/sec)

2 x 1 0 7 = 0.2ps 1

1 x 1 0 8 
5us 1

l x l 0 9 lOus 2

1 x l&0 l5j is 3

1 x l&1 2O~is 4

7 x l O~ 25~is 5

The above Recovery Times were obtained when the device was operat-

ing in the Read Mode and the radiation burst was applied at the start of a

logIc “1” output from one of the data lines .

TEST RESULTS

PHASE-Il , Co—60

Three of the ten NCM 7040 test devices were subjected to total dose tests

perfo rmed in Co-60 envi ronment located at Sandia Laboratori es , New Mexi co .

1• 105
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All three devices were from the same Lot (No. 7604-1111440) and had similar

Read Access Times (approx. lus). Each device was Irradiated while operating

under one of the three test conditions presented in the Co—60 Test Procedures.

The dose—rate appl ied during these tests was 28 Rad(Si )/sec . The results are

presented below:

The Clear/W ri te/Read Cycle Test: Following the steps outl ined in the

Test procedures, the first device was irradiated while operating continously

in all of its operational modes. Total failure occurred In the device

after absorbing approximately 1.7 x l0~ Rad(Si). Total failure is the point

where the data output signals are no longer presenting the correct test

patterns. Al so, the Read Access Time increased from 1 usec to approximately

2.4 -~sec as a result of the radiation.

The Read Only Cycle Test: This test was similar to the one above, except

the memory device was continuously Read during irradiation. The devices failed

at approximately the same total dose level . This was 1.75 x 10k Rad(SI) .

Again , the Read Access Time showed about the same rate of increase, from

1.05 ‘isec to 2.25 psec.

The Pause Only Test: In this test, the device was only subjected to

radiation during the Pause period. No Clear, Write, or Read pulses were

applied during i rradiation . Operational failure did not occur until the

device absorbed approximately 3.8 x lO~’Rad(Si). This dose level was twice

as great as the failure levels of the two preceding tests. The Read Access

Time also showed an increase (at a slower rate), ranging from a preirradia-

tion value of 1.07 ~sec to a postirradiation value of 2.48 psec.

Plots of the Read Access Time as a function of total absorbed dose are

Presented in Figure (14). Below 1 x l0~ Rad(S1), the ra tes of increase for
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3.0 .

2.8
A

~~~
ó (Clear-Write-Read)

2.6 O—O--O (Read Only)
0—0 0 (Pause Only) 02.4 .

DOSE RATE I
0

~ 

28 Rad(Sj)/sec 

/

1.6 1A 0
,

~ /t~i ,
‘

1.4
00’

1.2 —0 %~~~~~~~y~ a

~——o--~ A—~rO~~1.0 I I I ~~ ‘ I I I t  I I I I
io~ 2 x 103 5 x 1 0 3  io~ 2 x l O ~ 5 x 1 O~

DOSE - RAD(Si)

Figure 14. Co-60 Data . NCM 7040 Read Access Time versus Total Gama Dose.
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all three access times were low and approximately equal . However, above

this dose level , the rates of increase showed a marked acceleration , espe-

cIally for the Clear/Write/Read and the Read Only tests. The rate of increase

for the Pause Only test was significantly less. This was predictable

because of the known phenomenon that states that the rate of deterioration

of MOS devices in a radiation enviroment is voltage dependent. In the

Pause Only Test, there were no applied Gate signals (other than the supply

voltage). Therefore, the deterioration of the test device would take

longer .

Again , the Pause Only results presented in Figure (14) show a correla-

tion wi th the Pause Mode Survival Test performed in the dose-rate tests.

For example, the dose—rate survival test showed that the P1CM 7040, while

operating with a set 2 psec Read Access Time, would survive a 3.5 x lO~

Rad(Si) dose of radiati on del ivered in 50 nsec. The Pause Only plot in

Figure (14) predicts approximately the same results. That is, 3.0 x l0~

Rad(Si) was needed to exceed the 2 ~isec access window. If more devices

were tested, the correlation would be closer.
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CONCLUSIONS

Survivability Level. The dose-rate resul ts have shown that the NCM 7040

EAROM array can surv i ve a 50 nsec radiation burst of 35 KRad(Si), in an E-beam

env i ronmen t, with no loss of memory data or device operation.

Disturb Level (Read Mode). A disturb mechanism can be temporarily

induce d in the Read Mode of the P1CM 7040 array if the radiation burst is

appl ied at the exact start of the Data Output pulses . The dose-rate levels

needed to generate this interruption are 2 x 1O 7 Rad(Si)/sec and higher.

Disturb Level (Write Mode). Disturb mechanisms can also be temporar i ly

induced in the Write Mode of the devices if the radiation burst is applied at

the start of a Write Setup Time. The dose-rate level s needed to generate

these interruptions are 2.5 x l0~ Rad(Si)/sec and higher.

Accumula ting Dose Effects. The Co-60 total dose tests have shown that

the memory devices can accumulate a total dose of ganma radiation in excess of

1.5 x 10k Rad(Si) while operating under the maximum stress conditions. Maximum

stress conditions are when the test device is cycling through its Operational

Modes at the maximum rate.
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COMMENTS

It should be noted that the Nitron NCM 7040 EAROM array is a coninercial

device and was not designed to be radiation hardened. Thus, the low radia-

tion susceptibility l evels measured in this report were comparable to other

comercial PMOS devices tested at AFWL. The one real surprise in this

evaluation was the discovery that two Write Blocks (written at different

times), could be interrupted simultaneously by one radiation burst. The

significance of this occurrence is that a block of words written into the

MNOS memory before or even after a radiation burst can be affected. If this

phenomenon turns out to be universal in other memory arrays (especially

those that are radiation hard), the results could be serious. From this

experimenter ’s point of view, the probl em is not in the MNOS memory itself,

but in the circuit design and layout of the Write circuitry. It appears

that there is a cross over effect being generated between one Write Block

and another . The solution (if this is considered a problem), is to design

a Write circuit that electrically and physically isolates each Wri te Block

from all the others.
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IONIZING DOSE RATE AND TOTAL DOSE TESTS ON THE

GENERAL INSTRUMENT NONVOLATILE 4096-BIT

MNOS EAROM ARRAY NO. (ER 3400)

ABSTRACT

Ionizing dose-rate and total dose tests have been performed on the

General Instrument 4096-bit MNOS (ER 3400) EAROM array. Results from

these tests have shown that the devices can survive dose-rate levels as

high as 9.0 x 10” Rad(Si)/sec (in a 2 MeV E-beam environment) with no

loss of memory data or degradation in device operation. However, under

certain test condi tions , the “Read” and “Write” modes of the arrays can

be temporarily interrupted. In the Read mode, th is interru ption can be

induced at dose-rate levels of 1.1 x 108 Rad(Si)/sec and higher if the

radiation burst is applied approximately 200 nanoseconds before

the start of the “Data Output” signals. In the Write mode, disturb mech-

anisms can be generated at dose-rate levels of 3.1 x 108 Rad(Si)/sec if

the burst is appl ied at the start of a “Write Enable” signal . Al so , the

total dose tests have shown that the memory arrays (while cycling through

the operational Read mode at the maximum rate) can accumulate a total dose

of gamma radiation in excess of 15 kRad(Si) and survive. Under optimum

conditions (wi th no power applied during irradiation) the memory devices

survived total dose levels ranging up to 4.0 x 10k to 6.0 x lO~ Rad(Si).
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INTRODUCTION

This evaluation covers the ionizing dose-rate and total dose radiation

tests performed on the General Instrument 4096-bit, bulk sil icon , MNOS EARO M

array labeled ER 3400. The dose-rate tests were performed at the Air Force

Weapons Laboratory’s Transient Radiation Facili ty using a Febetron 705 Flash

X-ray machine. The total dose tests were performed at the AFWL low dose-

rate Co-60 source. The overall objective of these tests was to obtain rad-

iation data on a second coninercial PMOS MNOS array which could be incorpor-

ated wIth other basel ine Information to measure the relative success of

special radiation hardened MNOS prototype memory devices now under develop-

ment at the Weapons Laboratory.

THE GENERAL INSTRUMENT ER 3400

The ER 3400 was chosen for this evaluation because it was the newest

and fastest fully decoded MNOS memory array that was conunercially available

in 1977. A photograph and simplified block diagram of the device is shown

in Figure 1. The memory is a 1024 by 4-bit word , electrically alterable,

non—volatile , static read-mostly memory (EAROM). The device employs PMOS/

MNOS on bulk technology. It was packaged In a standard 22 pIn DIP and de-

signed to interface with bipolar TIL with Resistor Pull-ups . Some of the

electrical specifications are :

Retention: 10 Year Unpowered Data Storage

Endurance: l0~ Erase-Write Cycles per Word

2 x 1O~ Read Cycles per Word
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(A)

CO C1

Mode Control C0 & C1 selects I
the desired Operation Mode. Control Logic I
Chip Enable CE , enables ‘U’  1’?
the device in each mode. D0 4~ I.!
Write Enable WE allows D t —

data to be stored in the 141 Control MNOS Array 0 Buffer
memory during the Write and
Mode. D2 ~-g Output

10-Bit Word Address A~- D3 
Buffer 

_______ ‘1 
i1824 Memory Addresses. Address 

______

Decoder
D0 to D3 are the Data
Input and Data Output ——
Pins. ii0 A1 A3 A9

(B)

Figure 1. Photograph and Simpl ified Block Diagram of the General Instrument
ER3400, 4096-bit, MNOS EAROM Array.
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Speed : 900 nSec Read Access T ime or Less

1.8 pSec Read Cycle T ime or Less

10 mSec Word or Block Erase Time

1 mSec Write Time

Bas ically, the ER 3400 is designed for applications where data must be

stored for indefinite periods of time without applied power. A few of the

more promi nent des ign features are : (1) a single Word or Block electrical

erase , (2) tn -level Data Outputs, and (3) coninon Input/Output Data Lines.

RADIATION TEST OBJECTIVES

Dose-Rate: The objective of the dose-rate tests was to determine (1)

the dose-rate level s needed to upset or jam the operational modes of the

device , (2) the maximum dose-rate levels the memory can wi thstand and still

operate after the burst, and (3) the time needed to recover from a particular

radiation burst.

Total Dose: In the total dose tests, the objective was to determine the

permanent or temporary changes in the memory ’ s character istics (under dif-

ferent operating conditions) as a result of a given amount of ionizing radi-

ati on.

TEST SETUP

In order to achieve the above objectives (especially in the dose-rate

tests), the test setup had to have the followi ng capabilities : (1) the

ability to place the radiation burst at any point in the desired test cycle ,

(2) the ability to exercise the memory array at its maximum cycle rate with
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the test device In the test cel l, (3) the ability to record the memory

response before, during and immediately after the radiation burst, and (4)

the ability to make a decision on the effectiveness of the radiation.

The radiat ion test setup that was designed to meet these requirements

is illus trated in Figure 2. Shown is the 4096-bit memory test device being

electrically exercised in the radiat ion test cell by a Macrodata LSI tester

through an “Interface Board” . The Macrodata provided the control functions

(Clear , Wri te, and Read), the address generations, the data pat terns to the

Interface Board, and the responses to the data returning from the board.

The Interface Board provided the adjustable controls over the timing and

pulse widths of the memory gating signals. Some of the major timi ng param-

eters provided by the setup for this evaluation were:

(1) Read Cycle Time Setting 3 iiSec

(2) Write Time Setting 2 mSec

(3) Block Erase Time Setting 11 mSec, and

(4) Data Strobe Time Setting = 400 nSec to 1 ~iSec

The above timing gates were set to accommodate the longest transmission

lines and the slowest of the test devices. Note, that the Data Strobe setting

was used to determine the memory Read Access Time.

In addition to the interface board, the setup includes a multi pex circuit,

line drivers, a remote trigger circuit, and high speed dual-beam scopes. The

multiplex ci rcuit (controlled by the MD—l04) is used to “time—share ” the com-

mon Input/Output Data Lines, thereby allow ing Clear, Write and Read data to

be transmitted over the same lines. Line Drivers were used to drive the long

transmission lines between the test device and the interface board. The re-

mote trigger system was used to synchronize the flash x-ray burst to any
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point within the test device’s operational cycle. Dual-beam scopes were used

to record the data responses , the access times , and the pass/fall Infor-

mation

TEST PROCEDURES (FLASH X-RAY )

The f irst phase of the radiation testing was the dose—rate tests. Under

these tests , the results of the behavior of a test device before, during, and

immediately after a radiation burst were of interest. These dose-rate tests

were divided into two general areas. These were: (1) the Operational Dis-

turb Tests, and (2) the Survival and Recovery Tests. In the Operational or

Transient Disturb Tests, there was one objective. This was to determine

the minimum dose-rate level s needed to upset or jam the Write and Read Modes

of the memory devices during a radiation burst. The dose-rate of interest

for these tests ranged from lO~ Rad(Si)/sec to lO’~ Rad (Si)/sec. In the

Transient Survival and Recovery Tests there were two objectives. These were

to determine the maximum dose-rate level the devices could withstand and

still operate after the burst , and to determine the length of time needed

to recover from a particular burst. In these two tests, the dose-rate l evels

ranged from 2 x 1010 Rad(Si)/sec to 2 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec.

The first group of disturb tests was called the Read Disturb Tests.

These tests were performed first because the memory devices were thought to

be more sensitive to transient upsets when operating in the Read Mode. In

this test, the radiation burst was applied in a predetermined Read Cycle with

the objective of producing errors in the recorded memory responses. The

radiation testing zone for the chosen Read Cycle is illustrated in Figure 3.

The zone ranged from the start of a Chip Enable pulse to the middle of the

~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~--, 
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)
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-
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Figure 3. Flash X-ray Radiation Test Zone in Relation to the READ Timing
Gates of the General Instrument ER3400.

WRITE MODE

IL Address (Ao-A9)

Chip Enable (Er ) J
________________ 

Wr ite Enable (WE )

I 
_ _14 Testing

I Zone

FIgure 4. Flash X—ray Radiation Test Zone in Relation to the WRITE Timi ng
Gates of the General Instrument ER3400.
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corresponding Data Output signals. This testing zone was chosen because it

was believed that a radiation burst hitting wi thin this area would have the

highest probability of producing errors in the recorded Data Outputs.

The second group of tests under the Operational Disturb phase was the

Write Disturb Tests. The test zone for this phase is illustrated in Figure

4. As shown, the test zone extends over the entire time period of a Chip

Enable and Write Enable gate of a chosen Write Cycle. Wi thin this time

frame, the point most sensitive to transient radiation was first determined,

and the minimum dose-rate level which would prevent the chosen Write Cycle

from functioning was then measured. Al so monitored during this test were

the radiation effects on the other Write Cycles which occurred within this

same Write period. Note, that the ER 3400 may have as many as 1024 Wri te

Cycles in one Write Period.

The last phase of the flash x—ray tests was the Survival and Recovery

measurements. In these tests , the radiation exposures were l imited to the

device ’s “Pause” period of operation because of a high probability of sur-

viving in this mode.

TEST PROCEDURES (cO-60)

The last phase of the radiation testing was the total dose tests. This

series was composed of four types of tests, each type representing an operat-

ional condition of the device. These were:

(1) the Clear/Wr ite/ Read Cycle test,

(2 ) the Read Only Cycle test,

(3) the Pause Only test , and

(4) the Passive Only test.
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All of these four tests were performed in the AFWL Co—60 source at a

low dose-rate of 22 Rad(Si)/sec. The first two tests were classified as

~ynamic and the remaining two were classified Static. The Dynamic tests

were concerned with the device behavior before, dur ing , and immed iately

after the radiation. The Static tests were concerned with the behavior

directly before and after a specified level of exposure.

Clear/Write/Read Cycle Test: In this dynamic test, the memory devices

were continuously cycled through all of the operational modes (at the maximum

rate) while being irradiated. At the same time, the data output from the

device along with the Read Access Tim e was continously monitored and recorded.

The test was continued until the device failed or until the Data Out-

put was no longer correct. From the results , the total dose that the mem-

ory device could withstand while operating under this dynamic stress con-

ition was known. The rate of deterioration is then determined with plots

of Read Access Time versus total dose irradiation.

Read Only Cycle Test: This test was the same as the above Clear/Write!

Read Cycle Test, with the exception that the memory device would now contin-

uously Read during the radiation period. The same parameters and outputs

were recorded and plotted.

Pause Only Test: Th is was the first of the two Static tests . The test

dev ice was only sub.ie~ted to radiation during the Pause or Wait period of

operatIon. No Clear, Write , or Read pulses were applied during irradiation;

however , all other D.C. voltages were present. Again (as In the above two

tests ) the Data Outputs and Read Access Times were monitored and recorded

until device failure. 
. 

-
,

The Passive Only Test: The test procedures and radiation conditions
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for this test were the same as in the above Pause Only test , with the except-

ion that the devices were now in a completely passive condition during irradia-

tion. That Is, no voltages were appl ied during the radiation period.

TEST RESULTS

PHASE I , FLASH X—RAY

All of the dose-rate tests were performed with a Febetron 705 Flash

X-ray machine operating m a n  X-ray Mode using a 20 nsec pulse width and in a
2 MeY E-beam (in a vacuum) using a 50 nsec pulse width. The X-ray Mode was

used for dose-rate tests below 6 x lO’° Rad(Si )/sec , and the E-beam Mode

was used for higher levels. A summary of the dose-rate disturb levels for

the ER 3400 memory arrays is presented below.

Transient Read Disturb . . . . 1.1 x 10° Rad(Si )/sec

Transient Write Disturb . . . 3.1 x 108 Rad(Si )/sec

Transient Bit Survival . . . . 9.0 x lOt ’ Rad(Si )/sec

Read Disturb Tests: Transient radiation upsets were recorded in the

ER 3400 (while operating in the Read Mode) at dose—ra te levels as low as

1.1 x 108 Rad(Si)/sec. The lowest level of upset (or worst case) occurred

when the radiation burst was appl ied approximately 200 nsec before the

start of a Logic “1” Data Output signal . The Recovery Time of these

initial upsets was one Read cycle (the time required to read one word). To

generate an error period beyond this time frame (for two Read cycles), a

dose—rate level of approximately 1.4 x 108 Rad(Si)/sec or greater was

required. The effect of the Read Cycle Number on the level of the dose-rate

was determined not to be a factor. That is , the Read Disturb levels recorded
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on the f irst Read Cycle were about the same as those recorded after 106

Read Cycles .

The test method used to record a Read upset is illustrated in Figure 5.

The top trace in the figure shows a section of the memory readout (a checker-

board pattern ) via one of the Data Output lines . The bottom trace illus-

trates the simultaneous Macrodata response to the above data output. Thr e

is approx imately one Read Cycle delay between the Data Output response and

the corresponding Macrodata response. Both responses are correct for the

stored pattern. If an error did occur , the Macrodata response would be

different. In a like manner, three other dual-beam scopes are used for the

other data lines .

Word Number

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

~~~~ ~: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
DO0 Output

I I I I I I I I I I Tlme (2 us/div)

~~~+5 . I I I I I ______ 

MD—104 Response

‘ t t  t t t t
3 4 5 6 1 8 9

Word Number

Figure 5. Illustration of Pre-radiation Data taken on Memory ER 3400 .

Top Trace : “Checke rboard” Output Response via Data Output Line DOO for
Words No. 4 through 10. Bottom Trace : Correct Macrodata Response to the
DOO Output.

Actual samples of two Read Disturbs for one of the test arrays is pre-

sented In Figure 6. Shown is the Pre-radiation and the Shot data of Read

22
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FLASH X—RAY
READ DISTURB DATA

Dose Rate = 1.1 x 108 Rad(Si)/sec

Pre—Radiation Data Shot Data
2 ~iSec/Djv 2 i.iSec/Div

~~~~~~1# 2~~S 0I •~

003 Output D03 Output
(O1 O1Ol~~) (O?01O1 )

— 
- MD Response MD Response

(No Errors) Error-Word (5) 
- -

(A) (B)

Dose Rate = 2.0 x 1010 Rad(Si)/sec

Pre—Radiation Data Shot Data
2 j.iSec/Div 2 ijSec/Div

Wi-i?’ ?~.. ~~~1Z ~” ‘~~~

- - DOO Output DOO Output
(010101——) (O????l—— )

— - — MD Response — MD Res pon se
(No Errors) - Errors in Words5W aS (5) through (8)

(C) CD)

Figure 6. Flash X—ray Response for two Read Disturb Tests recorded at Dose
Rate Levels of 1.1 x 108 and 2.0 x 1010 Rad (Si)/sec. Responses : Checkerboard
Readout of Data Output Lines , DO3 & DOO [Words (4) to (10)] with MD—lO4 Inter-
pretation . For the Shot Data, the Radiation Burst hit approx . 200 ns BEFORE
the Data Out signal of Word (5).
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Disturb Tests recorded at dose-rate levels of 1.1 x 10° and 2.0 x 1010

Rad(Si)/sec. In both cases, the radiation burst was applied in the Read

Cycle for Word 5. Recovery Time from these two upsets was one Read Cycle

for the lower dose-rate and four Read Cycles for the higher dose-rate.

Other information obtained from this portion of the evaluation was:

(1) no data were lost in the actual MNOS memory of the test device as a

result of the transient radiation, (2) all of the upsets were attributed to

H effects within the peripheral circuitry, and (3 ) no permanent changes in

the electrical characteristics of the memory device were noted during these

Read Disturb Tests.

Wr ite Disturb Tests: When a transient radiation burst was appl ied dur-

ing a Write operation, a dose-rate level of 3.1 x 108 Rad(Si)/sec or greater

was required to produce an error in the stored memory. To produce this

false Write , the radiation burst had to be applied at the start of a Write

Enable gate of a chosen Write Cycle. An example of this type of disturb-

ance is presented In Figure 7. Shown are the results of a radiation burst

being applied In the fourth Write Cycle, producing a false Logic “1” storge

in the memory instead of the correct Logic “0” .

The overall results In this phase showed that a radiation burst (no

matter what the magnitude ) would only cause a false Logic “1” to be written.

If the radiation burst was appl ied when a true Logic “1” was being wr itten ,

there was no effect. There was only an effect when a true Logic “0” was

being wri tten. Al so, only the memory word that was being written at the

time of the burst was affected. Memory words written before and after the

Irradiation were not affected.

Other information worth noting from the Write Disturb Tests was that
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WRITE DISTURB DATA

Dose Rate = 3.1 x 108 Rad(Si)/sec

Pre—Radiation Data Shot Data
2 %*Sec /Div 2 IASec/Div

003 Output D03 Output
(101 010——) (lol?lO—— )

— —— — MD Response MD Response
(No Errors ) Error—Word (4)

(A) (B)

Figure 7. Flash X—ray Results for a Write Disturb Test recorded at a Dose
Rate of 3.1 x l0~ Rad(Si)/sec. Responses: Checkerboard Readout of Data-Out
Line D03 [Words (1) to (7)] after burst hit in the forth Write Cycle.

SURVIVAL AND RECOVERY DATA

Dose Rate = 9.0 x 10’’ Rad(Si)/sec

Pre-Radiation Data Shot Data
10 ~Sec/Div ID pSec/Div

Q~o32’ 1Cw~

rrrrrr rrrn 
Output

I 
_

-

~~

-_ _ _
~
_ _ _ _ _  MD- 104 MD- 104

aS 
Response Res ponse

(A) (B)

Figure 8. Flash X-ray Response for a Survival Test recorded in a 2 MeV
Vacuum E-beam Environment. Responses: Trailing edge of Pause Period
followed by a Checker board Readout. Flash X-ray burst hit approx . 30 pSec
before the start of the Read Period. Recovery Time was approx. 25 ~Sec.
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there were no permanent changes in any of the electrical characteristic or

dev ice parameters as a result of the transient radiation. Al so , no Clear

Disturb Tests were performed on the ER 3400 test devices because of the

long Clear time (approxImately 10 msec).

Survival Tests: To obtain the higher dose-rates required for these

tests, the Survival tests were performed in the 2 MeV electron—beam envir-

onment using a 50 nsec radiation burst.

The main resul ts from these tests showed that the ER 3400, while oper-

at ing in the Pause Period, can survi ve and operate properly after absorbing

a transient radiation burst as high as 9.0 x 1011 Rad(Si)/sec. This means

that the device can be cleared , written, and read properly after a period

of recovery, with no changes in the electrical characteri stics. The minimum

period of recovery needed for the ER 3400 at the above high dose rate was

approximately 25 i-sec . A sample of a Survival Test is presented in Figure 8.

The figure shows the pre—radiation and post-radiation responses of a data

output line of one of the memory arrays that survived at 9.0 x 1011 Rad(S1)/sec .

Basically, the results showed that there was no loss In the pre-radiation

memory data or device operation as a result of the burst. The only change

noted was a permanent increase in the Read Access Time from a pre-radiatlon

value of approximately 600 nsec to a post radiation va lue of approximately

800 nsec . This increase was attributed to a total dose effect in the PMOS

peripheral circuitry of the array.

Memory devices tested beyond the above dose-rate level did not completely

survive . Failures began to occur in some of the Data Output circuitry. There

were no recoveries .
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Recovery Time Tests: The recovery time for the ER 3400 was the min-

imum time needed to recoup from a radiation burst and resume normal oper-

ation. For the dose-rate levels tested, the ER 3400 required a recovery

time ranging from 3 i-sec to approximately 25 i-sec. A table of the Recov-

ery Time s for the different dose-rate levels is presented below :

Dose-Rate Level Recovery Time Affected
in Rad(Si)/sec (approximate) Read Cycles

1.1 x 10~ 3 i-sec 1

l.4 x l O 8  6 i-sec 2

l.2 x 109 9 i-sec 3

2.0 x 1010 12 i-sec 4

6.2 x 1010 18 i-sec 6

9.0 x 1011 25 i-sec 8

The above Recovery Times were measured when the test devices were operating

in the Read Mode, and the radiation burst was applied approximately 200 nsec

before the start of the Data Output signals.

TEST RESULTS

PHASE-Il , Co—60 -

Twenty-four ER 3400 memory arrays obtained from two different production

lines were subjected to total dose Co—60 tests. Each of the devices was

Irradiated until failure occurred, while operating under one of the four test

conditions presented In the Co-60 Test Procedures. The dose-rate applied

duri ng all of these tests was 22 Rad(Si)/sec. A suninary of the results is

presented below.

- 
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Test Total Dose Failure
Conditions Level [Rad(Si)]

Continuous Read 2.0 - 3.0 x l0&
~

Clear/Write /Read 2.3 - 3•5 x 10”

Pause Only 2.5 - 4.0 x 1O~
Passive Only 4.0 - 6.0 x 10”

The overall results showed that the ER 3400 could survive (depending

upon the operating conditions) a total dose of ionizing radiation ranging

from 2 x 10~ to 6 x 10~ Rad(Si). The “worst-case” condition was when the

memory device was continuously Read during the radiation period. Under

H this mode, total dose failures were recorded as low as 2 x 10” Rad(Si).

The most optimum test condition was when the memory was operated in the

Passive Only state. That Is, no voltage was applied to the test device

during irradiation. Under this mode, the arrays were capable of surviving

up to a total dose level of 6 x 10” Rad(Si). A comparison between these

two operating modes is best shown in Figures 9 and 10.

Shown is the degradation in Read Access Time as a function of total

radiation absorbed. These plots show the performance of the ER 3400 oper-

ating in Co—60 radiation. Figure 9 presents the results of an ER 3400 lot

fabricated on a production line located In the United States. Figure 10

shows the Co—60 results of another lot fabricated in Taiwan. The results

plotted are typical for the two memory lots tested.

The plots in Figure 9 (for memory Lot No. ER3400-G10978-4l9192) show

that while operating under a maximum stress condition (Continuous Read),

the Read Access Times will exceed the designed spec. limi ts of 900 nsec

after absorbing a total gama dose of approximately 2 x 10” Rad(Si)/sec.
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1.3 ,

1.2 . 4
GENERAL INSTRUMENT S I-Il
(ER3400-G1o978-419192)

1.1 . 1
1.0 . D—O--—O (Continuous Read Only)

‘ 0 0 0  (Continuous Read Only)

0 0 0  (Passive Onl y)
A~~~r i~i (Passive Only) ‘1’LU I

~
) U.~~ •

LA
T

DOSE RATE J~
] ,/

22 Rad(Si )/sec
0.8

/

4?
,0

0.7 4’
,O

— 
—
. 
.-

~~

--

0.6 ‘ 
_ ,~,— ,A 1

lO~ 2x103 4xl03 i04 2xl04 4x104 7xl04

DOSE - RAD(S1)

FIgure 9. Co-60 Data. ER3400 Read Access Time versus Total Ganina Dose.
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Figure 10. Co-60 Data. ER3400 (Taiwan Made) Read Access versus Total Dose.
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However, the same curve shows that if the Read Cycle Rate was reduced, and

the Read Access Time was allowed to increase, the devices could survive and

operate up to a total dose of 3 x 10!, Rad(Si). Shown also is the radiation

performance while operating under the optimum conditions (Passive Only Test).

Here, with no voltage applied during the radiation period , the memory arrays

were made to operate and survive up to total dose levels of 6 x 10” Rad(Si).

Figure 10 (covering Lot No. ER3400-G1782l-TAIWAN) presents the same two

t~’pes of curves. For this memory lot, the data show that the Read Access

Time (while operating in the Continuous Read Mode) will exceed the designed

limit of 900 nsec after absorbing a total dose level of 1.5 x 10” Rad(Si)/sec .

This level of hardness is approximately 5 x l0~ Rad(Si) lower than the same

datum point in Figure 9. Reducing the Cycle Rates of the Taiwan memories

also increased the radiation survival levels. While operating in the Con-

tinuous Read Mode, the Taiwan arrays could be made to survive at total dose

levels up to 2 x 10” Rad(Si), and removing the power from the devices during

irradiation Increased this survival level up to 4 x 10” Rad(Si). Again,

however, these last two survival levels were still below the levels obtained

from the lot tested in Figure 9 [approx. 10 to 20 kRad(Si) lower].
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CONCLUSIONS

Transient Radiation Survivabilit y Level: The dose-rate results

show that the ER 3400 MNOS EAROM array can survive a 50 nsec radiation burst

of 45 kRad(Si) or a dose—rate level of 9 x 101 1 Rad(Si)/sec in a 2 MeV E-beam

environment with no loss of memory data or device operation.

Disturb Level (Read Mode): A disturb mechanism can be temporarily in-

duced in the Read Operating Mode of the ER 3400 if the radiation burst (in the

X—ray Mode) is applied to the device approximately 200 nsec before the Data

Output pulses. The dose-rate levels needed to generate these interruptions

are 1.1 x 10° Rad(Si)/sec and higher.

Disturb Level (Write Mode): Disturb mechanism can be temporarily in-

duced In the Write Mode of the devices if the radiation burst is applied

at the start of a Write Enabled gate. The dose—rate levels needed to gen-

erate these interruptions are 3.1 x 10° Rad(Si)/sec and higher.

Accumula ting Dose Effects: The Co—6O total dose tests have shown that

the ER 3400 memories can accumulate a total dose of ganiiia radiation up to

15 kRad(Si) while operating under its maximum stress conditions. Maximum

stress conditions for the ER 3400 are when the devices are operating in the

Continuous Read Mode at the maximum cycle rate (Read Access Time setting

equal to or less than 900 nsec). However, the devices can be made to survive

at higher total dose levels by operating at reduced cycle rates. The optimum

condition is when the memories are operating in the Passive Only state. Under

this condition , the arrays are capable of surviving total dose levels ranging

up to 60 kRad(S1).
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COMMENTS

As in the case of the previously tested Nitron NCM 7040, the General

Instrument ER 3400 is also a coninercial device and was not designed to be

radiation hard. The main reason is that both devices employ oxide/nitride

PMOS In the peripheral circui try. This technology is not known for radia-

tion hardness. As a result, the low radiation susceptibility levels for

both arrays were comparable.

The most interesting find in the ER 3400 evaluation was in the Co-60

or total dose tests. In this phase, the results showed that the total dose

failure levels were not the same for the two different lot numbers. The

arrays fabricated in Taiwan were consistently lower in total dose hardness

than the lot fabricated in the United States. Since appearance and e~ec-

trical performance were the same for both chips , it was concluded that the

differences in the total dose results was due to “Process-Control”. The

significance of this finding is that it shows the important role that

process-control can play in determining the radiation hardness level s of a

paricular memory device .
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AFWL-TR-79-39

IONIZING DOSE-RATE AND TOTAL DOSE TESTS ON THE

SPERRY RAND NONVOLATILE 256-BIT

MNOS RAM ARRA Y NO. (SR2256 )

H ABSTRACT

Ionizing dose-rate and total dose tests have been performed on the Sperry

Rand 256—Bit MNOS (SR2256) RAM array. Results from these tests have shown that

the devices can survive dose—rate level s as high as 1.0 x 1012 Rad(Si )/sec in a

2 MeV electron-beam environment with no los s of memory data or permanent degra-

dation in device operation . However , under certain test conditions , the “Read”
Ii 

and “Write ” modes of the arrays can be temporarily -Interrupted. In the Read

mode, this interruption can be induced at dose-rate level s of 4 x 108 Rad(Si)/sec

and higher if the radiation burst is applied approximately 1 microsecond before

the start of the “Data Output” signals. In the Write mode , a disturb mechanism

can be generated -In a 2 MeV electron beam at dose-rate level s of 2.4 x 101 1

Rad(Si )fsec and higher if the burst is appl ied at the start of the “Memory

Enable” signal . Al so , the total dose tests have shown that the memory arrays

(while cycling through the operational modes at the maximum rates ) can accumulate

a total dose of gamma radiation in excess of 1 x lO~ Rad(Sl ) and survive. At

reduced cycle rates , the arrays can operate and survive up to 3 x iO~ Rad(Si).
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INTRODUCTION

In the preced i ng evaluat ions , the Air Force Weapons Laboratory conduct-

ed ionizing radiation studies on various MNOS memory devices and related PMOS

circuitry . The overall objective of these evaluations was to obtain

data which would assist in optimizing the radiation hardness levels and

electri cal characterist ics of MNOS memories for possible application in

nuclear and space radiat ion environments . A result from these efforts was
• the fabrication of a special prototype device. This device was the Sperry

Rand SR2256 MNOS RAM array. This report presents the results from the radiation

test ing performed on this device at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory. In-

cluded are the ionizing dose—rate and total dose test results obtained from

Febetron 705 flash X-ray and Co-60 envIronments. A total of 15 memory arrays

was evaluated. No neutron tests were performed on these arrays because

earlier neutron tests conducted on related discrete PMO-S and MNOS components

showed no degrading effects on the majori ty carrier devices at exposure

levels to 1015 n/cm2 (See Reference 1).

THE SPERRY SR2256

The SR2256 is a fully decoded, 64-word by 4-bit, electrically alterable,

non-volatile, static Read/Write RAM designed to interface with TTL and CMOS.

The device employs enhancement mode, clean ox ide PMO S wi th conven tional MNOS

(non-step gate) on bulk silicon technology. It is packaged in a standard

40 pin DIP wi th separate Data Inputs and Outputs. Some of the important

1. Marraffino, P., et al. Des ign and Fabrication of Radiation Hardened
MNOS Memory Array, AFWL-TR-74-209, July 1975.
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electrical specificat~~,~s obtained from the Reliabilit y Tests in Reference

2 are:

Clear/Write Cycle Time 1.4 i-Sec - 2.8 i-Sec

Read Access Time 1.0 i-Sec - 1.8 i-Sec

Retention >24 Hrs with 106 Read Cycles

Endurance >10” Clear/Write Cycles

Power Dissi pation 780 mW (Worst Case)

The Retention Time is determined by the length of the Clear/Write

Cycle. As as example, for a retention of 24 hours plus 106 Read cycles,

a 2.8 i-Sec Clear/Write Time would be needed. Al so, the worst case power

dissipation corresponds to operating in the Clear and Read modes.

A photomicrograph and simplified bl ock diagram of the SR2256 are shown

in Figure 1. The prominent design features of the 256 mils by 224 mils

ch1 p are: (1) the division of the memory cells into two 32 by 4 bit arrays

• to reduce substrate capacitance, (2) the use of two MNOS transistors for

each memory cell for longer storage capacity, and (3) the use of two extra

timing signals [data latch (DL) and memory enable (ME)] designed to reduce

transient upsets in the Read/Write modes. In the technology tradeoffs,

speed was emphasized over power and total dose hardness was emphasized

over chip area.

2. Marraffino, P., et al. Design and Fabrication of Radiation Hardened
MNOS Memory Array, AFWL-TR-78-48, 1979.
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Figure 1. Photograph and Simplified Block Diagram of the Sperry Rand SR2256,
256-Bit MNOS RAN Array.
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RADIATION TEST OBJECTI V ES

Dose-Rate: The objectives of the dose-rate tests were to determine (1)

the dose-rate levels needed to upset or jam the operational modes of the

device . (2) the maximum dose—rate levels the memory can withstand and still

operate after the burst , and (3) the time needed to recover or anneal from

a particular radiation burst.

Total Dose: In the total dose tests, the objective was to determine the

permanent of temporary changes in the memory’s characteristics (under dif-

ferent operating conditions) as a result of a given amount of ionizing

radiation.

TEST SETUP

I
To achieve the above objectives (especially in the dose—rate tests)

the tes t setup had to have the fo fl owin g capabilities : (1) the ability to

place the radiation burst at any point in the desired test cycle, (2) the

ability to exercise the memory array at its maximum cycle rate wi th the test

device in the test cell, (3) the ability to record the memory responses before,

during and immediately after the radiation burst, and (4) the ability to make

a deci s ion on the effectiveness of the radiation.

The radiation test setup designed for this evaluation had the above capa-

bilities ; see Figure (2). The setup illustrated was used for both the dose-

rate and the total dose tests. Shown is the 256-bit memory test device in the

radiation test cell being electrically exercised from a remote data room by a

Macrodata MD- 104 LSI tester through an “Interface Board.” The Macrodata pro-

vided the control functions (Clear, Wri te, and Read), the address genera t ions ,

the data patterns to the Interface Board, and the response to the data returning
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-J from the board. The Interface Board provided the vol tage transitions between

the TTL output level s of the Macrodata and the + 15 volt level s of the test

device. The board also provided adjustable control s over the timing and pulse

widths of the memory gating signals. Some of the major timi ng parameters

provided by the setup were :

Cl ear/Write Cycle Time = 2.7 i-s

Cl ear Time = 1 i-S

Write Time = 1 i-s

Read Cycl e Time = 3 i-s

Data Strobe Time = 2 i- s

The above timing gates were chosen to accommodate the worst case test
-

• 

conditions. The Data Strobe Time was the amount of time given to the test

devices to respond to a Read gate from the Macrodata. As used here, the

Data Strobe was an indirect measurement of memory Read Access Time. Any test

device that did not respond within this 2 i-s time period caused the Test

System to respond with an error.

In addition to the interface board, the setup included line drivers , a

remote trigger circuit , an event coun ter , and high speed dual-beam scopes.

The line drivers were used to drive the long transmission lines between the

test device and the interface board . The remote trigger system was used to

synchronize the flash x-ray burst to any point within the oeprational cycle.

A control event counter was used to allow testing after a designated number

of Read cycles . Dual-beam scopes were used to record the data responses , the

access times , and the pass/fail information.
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TEST PROCEDURES (FLASH X—RAY)

4

The first phase of the radiation testing was the dose-rate tests. These

tests were classified as “Dynamic Tests” because the concern was in

the device behavior before, during, and irnediately after the radiation burst.

These tests covered two general areas. These were: (1) the Operational
‘I

Disturb Tests, and (2) the Survival and Recovery Tests.

Operational Disturb Tests: The fi rst series of transient radiation tests

was the Operationa l Disturb Tests. The main objective of these tests was to

determine the minimum dose-rate level s which would produce an error in the

memory response. The dose-rates of interest for these tests ranged from lO~
Rad(Si)/sec to 1011 Rad(Si)/sec. Further , this group of tests was divided into

two areas. These were : (1) the Read Disturb tests, and (2) the Clear/Write

Disturb tests .

The Read Disturb Tests: The Read Disturb tests were performed first because

the memory device was thought to be more sensitive to transient upsets when

operating in the Read Mode. In this test, the radiation burst was applied in a

predetermined Read Cycle with the objective of producing errors in the recorded

memory responses. The radiation testing zone for the chosen Read Cycle is

illustrated in Fugure (3). The zone ranged from the start of the Read Power

Strobe to the start of the Data Output responses. This testing zone was chosen

because it was bel i eved that a radiation burst hitting wi thin this area would

have the highest probability of producing errors in the recorded Data Outputs .

In addition , the effects of the Read Cycle Number as a function of dose-

rate upset were also determined . These effects were found by performing the

Read Disturb Test under two conditions. The first condition (which was considered
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READ MODE

I 
-I Power Strobe (PS)

Standby—Clear (SB/C)

Memory Enable (ME)

I I —

I 
1 Data Latch (DL)

{ \___ Data Output (DO)

14-Testing —Ø~Zone

Figure 3. Flash X—ray Radiation Test Zone in Relation to the Read Timing
Gates of the Sperry Rand SR 2256.

CLEAR/WRITE MODE

Read/Write (R/W) 

~~ 

Iii—. Clear Phase Write Phase

Standby/Clear (SB/CT ~ J1L.

Memory Enable (ME )_~1i \_ 1 
______

Power Strobe (,5~)\ ~

14 Testing Zone

Figure 4. Flash X-ray Radiation Test Zone In Relation to the Clear/Write
Period of the Sperry Rand SR 2256.
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the Worst-Case) was to perform the tests on the first Read cycle after the

memory had been Read continuously for 106 times . The second condition was to

perform the same test on the first Read cycle after a Cl ear/Write period. The

reason for choosing these two limits was that the stored Threshold Voltages

wi thin the memory cells would be lower under condition (1) and higher un der

condition (2). As a result, the susceptibility level of the device to transient

upsets will be different for the above two conditions (higher for Number 1 and

• l ower for Number 2). The results did answer the question on Read Cycle Number

affecting the Read Disturb level.

The Clear/Write Disturb Test: The second group of tests under the disturb

phase was the Clear/Write Disturb Test. In these tests, the objective was to

determine tbe disturb mechanism of a radiation burst occurring within a Clear/

Wri te cycle. The test zone for this phase is illustrated in Figure (4). As

shown , the test zone extends from the start of the Clear Memory Enable gate

to the middl e of the Write Memory Enabl e gate. Within this time frame, the

point most sensitive to transient radiation was first determined , and then the

minimum dose-rate level which would prevent the particular Write cycle from

functioning was measured . Also monitored were the radiation effects on the

other Wr ite cycl es of the same per iod.

Survival and Recovery Tests: The last phase of the flaxh X-ray tests was

the Survival and Recovery measurements. In this phase, the primary objectives

were to determine the maximum dose-rate l evel s the devices could withstand and

still operate after the burst and to measure the recovery time. Dose-rate

levels of exposure ranged from 2 x 1010 Rad(Si)/sec to 2 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec.

The operating mode subjected to exposure was limited to the device ’s “Pause”

period because 0f the limited amount of devices and the higher probability of

survival In this period.
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TEST PROCEDURES (Co-60 )

The last phase of the radiation testing was the total dose tests. This

series was composed of three types of tests. Each type represented an opera-

tional condition of the device. These tests were:

1. The Clear/Write/Read Cycle test,

2. The Pause Only Test, and

3. The Passive Only Test.

All three tests were performed in the AFWL Co-60 source at a low dose-

rate of 77 Rad(Si)/sec. The first test was classified as Dynamic and the

remaining two were classified Static. The Dynamic tests were concerned

with the device behavior before, during , and immediately after the radiation .

The Static tests were concerned with the behavior directl y before and after

a specifi ed level of exposure .

Clear/Write/Read Cycle Test: In this dynamic test, the memory device was

conti nuous ly cycled through all of the operational modes (at the maximum rate)

while being i rradiated. In the meantime , the data output from the memory device ,

along with the changing Cl ear/Write/Read Cycle, an d Access Time was con ti nuous ly

monitored and recorded. Also recorded was the changing gate threshol d voltage

of the PMOS test transistor provided wi th the array for evaluation . The test was

continued until the device failed or until the Data Output was no longer correct.

From the resul ts, the total dose that the test device could withstand while

operating under the maximum electrical stress condition was known . Also , the

Read Access Time along wi th the Gate Threshold shift as a function of total

dose was plot ted .
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Pause Only Test: This test was the first of two Static tests . The

test device was subjected to radiation only during the Pause or Wait period

of operation. No Clear, Write, or Read pulse was applied during irradiation.

However, all other D.C. voltages were present. Again (as in the above test)

the Data Output along with the Clear/Write, Read, and Access Time was recorded.

Thi s test was also continued until device failure, and the Access Time

along with the Gate Threshold shift as a function of total dose was plotted.

The Pass ive Test: The test procedures and radiation conditions for this

test were the same as in the previous two tests , except that the device was in

a completely passive condition during irradiation . That is, no voltage was

applied to the device, and all pin leads were grounded. Irradiation was con-

tinued until failure occurred; the -same parameters were monitored, recorded ,

and plotted.

TEST RESULTS

PHASE I, FLASH X—RAY

All of the dose-rate tests were performed wi th a Febetron 705 Flash X—ray

machine operating in a X—ray Mode using a 20 nsec pulse width , and in a 2 MeV

E-beam Mode (in vacuum) using a 50 nsec pulse width. The X—ray Mode was used

for dose—rate tests up to 6 x 1010 Rad(Si)/sec , and the E-beam Mode was used

for higher levels. A summary of the dose-rate disturb levels for the SR2256

memory array is presented below.

Transient Read Dis turb  . . . . 4.0 x 108 Rad(Si)/sec
Transient Wri te Dis turb . . . 2.4 x 1011 Rad(Si)/sec

Transient Bit Survival . . . . 1.0 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec 
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Read Disturb Tests: Transient radiation upsets were recorded when the

SR2256 array was in the Read Mode at dose-rate levels as low as 4 x 108 Rad

(Si)/sec. The lowest level of upset (or worst case) occurred when the rad-

iation burst was applied approximately 1 microsecond before the start of a

Logic “0” data output signal. •For data output responses of Logic “1” , a

dose-rate level of approximately 4.2 x 108 Rad(Si)/sec was needed for an

upset. The recovery time of these initial upsets was one Read Cycle (the

time required to read one word). To generate an error period beyond this

time frame (for two Read Cycles), a dose-rate level of approximately 2 x lO’°

Rad(Si)/sec or greater was required. The effect of the Read Cycle Number on

the level of the dose—rate upset was determined not to be a factor. That

is, the Read Disturb levels recorded on the first Read Cycle were about the

same as those recorded after 106 Read Cycles.

The test method used to record a Read upset is illustrated in Figure 5.

• The top trace in the figure shows a section of the memory readout (a checker-

board pattern) via one of the Data Output lines . The bottom trace illus-

trates the simultaneous Macrodata response to the above data out. Both

responses are correct for the stored pattern. If an error d id occur , the Macro-

data response would be different . Similarly, three other dual-beam scopes

are used for the other data l ines .

A sample of a Read Disturb for one of the arrays is presented in Figure 6.

Shown is the lowest dose—rate value where both of the two logic output levels

were upset simul taneously. For this case, the transient radiation burst was

applied approximately 1 i-sec before the start of Data Output of Word three

in the first Read Cycle following 106 continuous Reads. - 
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Word Number

4 4
~ 

_ _  _ _ _  ___ 
DOO Output

1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  I I T1me (2~js/div)

I I I I ______ 

110—104 Response

Figure 5. Illustration of Pre-radiation Data taken on Memory SR2256. Top
Trace : “Checkerboard” Output Response via Data Output Line DO0 for Words
No. 1 through 10. Bottom Trace: Correct Macrodata Response to the DOO Out.

Pre Test Data Post Test Data

C C DoO Outpu t DoO Outpu t
_____ _____ _____ 

(101010——) (1O?Ol O——)

MD Response MD Response
(No Errors) Error-Wrd 3

(A) (B )

~~~i t •

Dol Output Dol Output
(010101--) r 

~~~~~~ r ~ (ol?lol--)
- i j  

~
_j 

~— _)

MD Response — MD Response
(No Errors) Error-Wrd 3

(C) (C)

Figure 6. Read Disturb Data. Flash X—ray Response for a Read Disturb Test
recorded at a Dose-Rate Level of 4.2 x 108 Rad(Si)/sec . Responses : Checker-
board Readout of Data-Out Lines , DO0 & DOl [Words (1) to (6)] with MD-l04
Interpretation.
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Clear/Write Disturb Tests: When a transient radiation burst was applied

dur ing a Clear/Write operation , a dose-rate level of at least 2.4 x lOl l

Rad(Si)/sec (in the electron—beam mode) was needed to produce errors in the

fol lowing Read periods. These recorded upsets were label ed as Wri te Disturbs

because the radiation burst was appl ied during the Write period. They were

fur ther classified as “conditional” because at no time during the tests did

any false data get written into, or removed from, the memory as a result

of the burst. An example of this type of disturb is presented in Figure 7.

The results in the figure show that the errors produced in the subsequent

Read Period were the result of a decrease in the peak output voltage levels

of the data out signals , and not the result of false data generated.

It should be noted for this group of tests , that the radiation burst was

appl ied at the start of the Memory Enable (ME ) signal of the chosen Write

Cycle. This point was determined experimentally to be the most sensitive in

producing a transient upset in a Clear/ Write operation.

Pre Test Data Post Test Data

_______________________ 

DOl Outp ut 
______________________ 

DO 1 Output
Wrds 1 to 64 Wrds 1 to 64

____ ____ 
(101010--) 

_______ 
(101010--)

______________________ MD Response 
- MD Response ~~ JJJJJ1~ Errors in Wrds

1111. ~sLruT..:~.~.J - - (No Errors ) ___________________  4 & 6 thru 32

(A) (B)

Figure 7. CLEAR/WRITE DISTURB DATA. Flash X-ray Results for a Clear/Write
Disturb Test recorded at a Dose-Rate of 2.4 x 10” Rad(S1)/sec. Responses:
Checkerboard Readout of Data Output Line DOl [Words (1) to (64)] after burst
hit In the forth Write Cycle.
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Survival and Recovery Tests: To obtain the higher dose—rates required

for these tests, the Survival and Recovery Tests were performed in the 2 MeV

electron—beam environment using a 50 nsec radiation burst.

The ma in resul ts from these tests showed that the SR2256 , while oper-

ating in the Pause Period , can survive and operate properly after absorbing

a transient radiation burst as high as 1.0 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec. The minimum

period of time needed by the array to recover from this high dose-rate was

approximately 80 i-sec. A sampl e of a surv ival test is presented in Fig-

ure 8. The figure shows the pre-radiation and post-radiation responses of

a data output line of one of the memory arrays that survived at the dose-

rate of 1.1 x 1012 Rad(Si )/sec. Other post testing on the same array showed

that there was no loss of the pre-radiation memory data or device operation

as a result of the burst.

Pre—Radiation Data Post Radiation Data

Dol Do l

MD-1O4 MD-l04

Output ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Output

Response Response

(A) (B)

Figure 8. SURVIVAL and RECOVERY DATA. Flash X-ray Response for a Survival
Test recorded at a Dose-Ra te of 1.1 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec in a 2 MeV E-beam En-
vironment. Responses: Trailing edge of Pause Period followed by a Checker-
board Readout. Flash X-ray burst hit 30 i-sec before the Read Period. Rec-
overy Time = 80 i-sec. I

Two other arrays were tested at higher dose-rate levels. One was tested

at 1.3 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec and the other tested at 2.03 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec.

The device tested at the highest level was completely destroyea, and the memory
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tested at the lower l evel survived conditionally. Conditional survival

means that the memory’s ele~tr1ca1 timing parameters had to be changed in

order for the device to operate properly after the burst. Al so, the device

that survived conditionall y did not lose its memory as a result of the

burst.

TEST RESULTS

PHASE II , C0-60

Six of the 15 arrays evaluated were subjected to total dose Co-60

tests. All six of the devices were sel ected from different lots , but with

similar pre-radiation Read Access Times (approximately 1.0 to 1.2 i-sec).

Each of the six devices was then irradiated while operating under one of

the three test conditi ons listed in the “Test Procedures” . A summary of

the Total Dose Hardness resul ts is presented below .

No changes in Cycle Times Required .  . 1.0 x 1O~ Rad(S i )

Changes in Cycle Times Required . .  . 2.0 x l0~ Rad(Si )

Memory Failure 3.0 x 1o~ Ra d (S i )

The overall results showd that (depending upon the operating conditions),

the SR2256 can survive a total dose of ionizing radiation ranging up to

3.0 x iO~ Rad(Si). The results also showed that the three operating test

conditions had no apparant effect on the degradation rate of the devices

exposed to Co—60 radiation. In all three cases , the rate of increase in

the Read Access Time was approximatel y equal . The results also showed that

all devices were still functioning (with timing changes in the Cl ear /Write /

Read gating limits) after absorbing 2 x l0~ Rad(Si ) of total dose.
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Finally, the results showed that at 3 x lO~ Rad(Si), all the dev ices were

inoperative , regardless of the cycle time setting . These results are shown

in Figure 9.

Figure 9 shows the Read Access Time degradation versus total dose for

three SR2256 arrays tested under the three operating conditions. The results

presented are typical for all of the devices tested. The data show that

the test devices can accumulate a total dose in excess of 1 x lO~ Rad(Si)

and operate wi thin the pre-radiat ion timi ng limi ts (1 i-sec Write Time

and 1.8 i-sec Read Access Time). For operating beyond this level and up to

2 x iO~ Rad(Si), the Access Time would have to be extended to approximately

2.8 i-sec . The Clear and Wr ite time would also have to be increased (approx-

ima tely 2 i-sec each at this dose level). Above 2 x lO~ Rad(Si), and un t i l

fai lure , another mi crosecond would have to be added to each of the timing

limi ts .

The above data show that the SR2256 , when irradiated in Co-60, will

“slow down” before failure. A major reason for this slow-down is indicated

in Figure 10. Figure 10 shows the Gate-Threshold-Shifts (as a function

of total dose) of three fixed—gate PMOS test transistors incorporated one

each on the test arrays presented in Figure 9. The importance of the data

in Figure 10 is that they show a sample measurement of the relative radia-

tion hardness of the PMOS technology employed in the test array ’ s peripheral

circuitry. More specifically, the curves show that the PMOS test transis-

tors (while under radiation and protected with fixed bias) suffered nega-

tive shifts in their Gate turn-on voltages . These shifts continued until

levels of -1.5 to -2.0 volts were reached. At these levels, the associated

memory arrays were no longer operating properly. That is , the arrays
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Figure 9. Co-60 Data . SR2256 Read Access Time (after i06 continuous Read)
versus Total Gan na Dose.
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-2 .0 SPERRY RAND (SR 22561 A
Fixed Threshold Test Transistors /

(On Chip)

• 
-1.6

DOSE RATE /

~ -1.2 77 Rad(Si)/sec

Si
-0.8

FIT Test Conditions

~0.4 
+l5V O__II~~ 

p +15V

0 0  I i l i i i

lO~ 2x104 5xlO4 IO~ 2x105 5xl05

DOSE — RAD ( Si)

Figure 10. Co-6O Data . Gate Threshold Shifts of SR2256 Fixed Threshold
Test Transistors versus Gamma Dose.
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could no longer be cleared, written, or read correctly even though the in-

ternal MNOS memory transistors showed no signs of malfunction. The impl i-

cation of these results is that some PMOS transistors within the periphera l

circui try of the array suffered similar gate shifts which resulted in over-

all slow—down of the total device, and finally failure.

CONCLUSIONS

Transient Radiation Survivability Level. The dose-rate results have

shown that the SR2256 MNOS RAM array can survive a 50 nsec radiation burst

of 5 x 1O~ Rad(Si ) or a dose-rate level of 1.0 x 1012 Rad(Si)/sec in a 2 MeV

E—beam environment wi th no loss of memory data or device operation.

• Disturb Level (Read Mode ). A disturb mechanism can be temporarily

induced in the Read Operating Mode of the SR2256 if the radiation burst

(in the X-ray Mode) is applied to the device approximately 1 i-sec in time

befo re the Data Output pulses. The dose-rate levels needed to generate these

interruptions are 4.0 x 108 Rad(Si)/ sec and higher.

Disturb Level (Clear/Write Mode). Disturb mechanism can also be tempo-

rarily induced in the Cl ear/Write Mode of the devices if the radiation burst

is applied at the start of a Memory Enabled Write gate. The dose-rate levels

needed to generate these interruptions are 2.4 x 101 1 Rad(Si)/sec or greater

in a 2 MeV E—beam environmen t.

Accumula ting Dose Effects. The Co-6O total dose tests have shown that

the SR2256 arrays can accumulate a total dose of gamma radiation in excess of

1 x lO~ Rad(Si) wh ile operating at the maximum cycle rates. The device can

survive up to 3 x lO~ Rad(Si) at reduced cycle rates. Total failure of the

devices was attributed to permanent Gate-Threshold-Shifts (radiation induced )

in the PMOS peripheral circuitry.
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DISCUSSION

The results of th is ef fort showed that a radiation hardened LSI MNOS

RAM using bulk si licon technology can be built. This can be seen by com-

paring the test results of the SR2256 with the two previously tested com-

mercial PMOS MNOS arrays (the ER 3400 and the NCM 7040). See table below.

Read Disturb Write Disturb Survival Total Dose
[Rad(Si)/s] [Rad(Si)/s] [Rad(Si )/s] (Rad(Si)]

Sperry Rand 4.0 x 2.4 x loll 1.0 x 1012 2 - 3 x lO~SR 2256

General Inst. 1.1 x 108 3.1 x 108 9.0 x loll 4 - 5 x lO~
ER 3400

4
Nitron ’s 2.0 x lO~ 2.5 x lO~ 7.0 x lol l  2 - 3 x 10

• NCM 7040

The above compari sons show that the SR2256 is harder in all categories ,

with the most noted improvements in the “Write Disturb” and the “Total Dose”

area . The Write Disturb hardness for the SR2256 shows an improvement of at

least several orders of magnitude over the two commercial devices , and the

total dose hardness is an improvement of approximately one order of magni-

tude. However, it was also concluded that there were several areas for poten-

tial improvement, mainly in the speed, power and total dose hardness of the

memory peri pherals.

In the above SR2256 tests , data taken on the special PMO S test transistors
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incorporated in each memory chip indicated that the total dose failure

was due to radiation induced gate-threshold-shifts in the PHOS peripheral

and not the f a i l u r e  of the MNOS memory bits . There was general agreement

on this finding, and it was concl uded that the problem area was associated

with the gate oxide thickness of the PMOS peripherals. It was the opinion

of Sperry Rand that the thinner the gate insulator , the smaller the gate-

threshold-shift under radiation (see Reference 2). In the SR2256 , the

4 thinnest gate insulator that could be used, and still withstand the 30 volt

Write vol tage, was estimated to be 1000 Angs troms . However , because of m i -

4 tial yi eld problems , this minimum thickness was never realized . As a resul t,

the total dose hardness l evel was less than optimum . It was felt, that the

optimum condition could be obtained through “fine-tuning ” of ~rocess control s

and a reduction of the die size. However, even if the optimum condition was

obtained , there would still exist a larger need for an MNOS memory with lower

power consumption , faster Access Time, and a larger bit density than the

SR2256. To get these improvements , the AFWL felt that a different per-

ipheral technology had to be used. The present PMOS technology coul d not

deliver the desired low power and high speed requirements needed for a com-

petitive radiation hardened RAM. As a result , the AFWL is now engaged in a

joint effort with Sandia Laboratories to develop an MNOS compatibl e, rad-

iation hardened CMOS process leading to a radiation hard bulk silicon

CMOS/MNOS RAM array with low power and high speed .
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APPENDIX A

THE MNOS MEMORY TRANSISTOR

The MNOS memory transistor is basically a double layer Insulated-Gate-

Fiel d-Effect—Transistor (IGFET) operating in the Enhancement Mode. The

device is closely related to the MOS transistor, for both of thei r active

regions are described by a vertical metal-insulator-semiconductor struc-

ture (See Figure Al ) .

G~TE
~~META L

• OXIDE
t J f l f l~’A - dTt’7777Z

SOUR 
~~ ~ LDF~

AIN 
- 

~~~~~~~~ SEMICONDUCTOR
\ \\~ \ \ \  \ \ - ~ \\ \

N SUBSTRATE
~ ~ 

-. - ~ 
-~\\\ \\ GATE METAL

(A) 
~~~~~ ~~ NITRIDE

SCHEMATIC REPRESE~TION oF ______________

C FfflfFfl7 - - - - -

A 
MODE MOS TRAN~~STOR 

souRc~~~~\\ \~~~~~ N P ~~~SEMICONDUCTOR

\ ~. N SUBSTRATE
\\ ~ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \~~

(B)

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTION OF

A MNOS MEMORY TRANSISTOR

Fi gure Al .

The major physical difference between the MOS and the MNOS devices is

in the construction of the gate insulator. The gate insulator of the MOS

transistor is composed of a single layer of silicon oxide. In the MNOS

device , the gate region has a two insulator structure (silicon-nitride on top

of silicon-oxide).
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The electrical operation of these two devices is also similar. Some

of these similarities are: (1) a current channel must be created between

the Source and Drain terminals , (2) this current channel is controlled by

a vol tage appl ied across the Gate/Substrate junctions, and (3) the Gate

voltage that initiates current flow through this channel Is called the

“Gate Threshold Voltage.”

It is this last similari ty (the Gate Threshold Voltage) that also sets

the MOS and the MNOS transistor apart from each other. For the MOS trans-

istor , the Gate Threshold Voltage is fixed at a set value and cannot be

changed by normal operating means. In contrast, the threshold voltage of

a MNOS device is variable and can be readily changed with a high electric

field appl ied across the Gate/Substrate junction. This unique feature

al lows the MNOS transistor to operate in two states, a “High Conduction

State” and a “Low Conduction State.” With this capability, the MNOS device

can be used as an electronic memory cel l to store a logic “ 1” or a logic

“0” data bit.

There are basically, two types of MNOS memory transistors; (1) the

“Forward Write” device, and (2) the “Reverse Write” device. The Forward

Write transistor requires a large positive voltage on the Gate to Write

the memory into the High Conduction State, and a large negative voltage

to Write a Low Conduction State. For the Reverse Write transistor,

the procedure is reversed. A large positive Gate voltage will Write a

Low Conduction State, and a large negative voltage will Write a High

Conduction State.

The lIMOS memory transistor that is used exclusively today is the For-

ward Write device. The Gate of this device consists of a thin layer of
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oxide (less than 35 Angstroms ), covered by 200 to 500 Angstroms of nitride .

Thi s memory distinguishes itsel f from the Reverse Wri te device in that the

mechanism that writes a memory in the forward device is due mainl y to charge

transport (tunneling) through the thin gate oxide . This tunneling occurs

for both el ectrons and holes.

Figure A2 illustrates the negative charge tunneling that shifts the Forward

Write memory into a High Conduction State. This mechanism is made possibl e

1ds VS VQafe
POS. WRITE VOLTS

____ ______  

—V6

____________ tç 

/ ~~/ / —/ /
• N ~UBSTRATE.. .. .. . .. ~ . .. ~ \

(A)
0 Volts

ILLUSTRATION OF NEGATIVE CHARGE 
______________

TRAPPING IN THE NITRIDE RESULTI NG IN Fi . - •e e e .~ .
A MORE POSITIVE THRESHOLD STATE. _____  - - -

• 
.. :-

P+ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _

N SU8STRATE
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

(B)

Fi gure A2. Illustrations Of a Forward Write tINOS t-iemory Transistor being
electrically Shifted into a more Positive Threshold or High Conduction State.

by applying a large positive Write voltage across the Gate/Substrate junction ,

creating an electric fiel d that draws electrons from the substrate, to the 
-

•

_ _ _ _ _  - - - ~~~~~~~~~~ - - -- 

—j 

~~~~~~~~~~

•
- - •
_ _
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oxide-semiconductor interface. Because of the thinness of the Gate oxide,

these electrons would have a high probability of penetrating the oxide and

some parts of the nitride by quantum-mechanical tunneling (See Figure A2A).

As a result, electrons soon become trapped In deep states within the nit-

ride, most likely near the nitride-oxide interface. Saturation occurs

when the field across the oxide due to the trapped electrons equals the

field due to the externally applied Write voltage. When the positive Write

voltage is removed from the Gate, the device is left with a net negative

charge in the ni tride. This situation is shown in Figure A2B . Under this

condition, holes are now attracted to the boundary between the substrate

and the Gate oxide. The result is a decrease in the Source-to—Drain Res-

istance and a shift in the Gate Threshold Voltage to a more positive volt-

age (V th~
). The MNOS memory device is now operating in a High Conduction

State (
~Hc )

~ 
The memory will stay in this state as long as the electrons

remain trapped within the nitride.

Now if a large negative Wri te vol tage is applied to the Gate , the

tunneling mechanism would be reversed (See Figure A3). In this situation ,

holes would now tunnel through the oxide and become trapped within the

nitride. When the negative Write voltage ends (See Figure 3B), the trapped

holes will then pull free electrons to the substrate/gate oxide interface.

The net result is an increase in the Source—to—Drain resistance and a shift

in the Gate Threshold Voltage to a more negati ve voltage (V thi. The MNOS

memory device is now operating in a Low Conduction State (VLC). Again,

the memory will remain In this state as long as the excess holes remain

trapped wi th in  the nitride. Note however, that the trapped charge will

eventually decrease (through leakage and recombination), and the Gate
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Threshol d Vol tage will shift to a “stable” condition (no memory stored). This

stable state is label ed Vth° in Fi gures A2 and A3.

VS Vgate
NEG. WRITE VOLTS

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

;V6 Vth V#~ ___

~~~~~ ~r-~-I / ~r~~ £ ‘~‘L p~~ / Shift
/ I

• 
I / —\ \ I I I D

N SUBSTRATE
\ ‘ \ \~~ _~ _ ~ .~ ‘ ~ ‘ S.

(p3 ‘ft
0 Volts

ILLUSTRATION OF POSITI~~~ CHARGE ______________

• w~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
TRAPPING IN THE NITRIDE, RESULTI NG IN
A MORE NEGATIVE THRESHOLD STATE. 

- 
- - - ,

- - :

~+ e’ e ’5  e’

~. N SUBSTRATE \
~~S. \ ‘

(B)

Figure A3 . Illustrations of a Forward Shifting MNOS Memory Transistor being
electrically Written into a More Negative Threshold or Low Conduction State.

A more detailed discussion of the above mechanisms of charge transport

in Forward Write MNOS memory devices is presented below in Reference Al.

A second type (but less known) MNOS memory device is the Reverse Write

transistor. The electrical operation of this transistor is just the opposite

Al. Chang, J.J., Theory of MNOS Memory Transistor, IEEE Transactions on
Electron Dev ices , ED-24, pp 511-51 8, May 1977.
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from that of a Forward device. That is , a large positive Gate voltage will

Write a Low Conduction State, and a large negative voltage will Write a

High Conduction State. The reason for this is that the Reverse device has

a higher conductivity in the Gate nitride layer than it has in the Gate oxide

layer. In the Reverse device, the Gate oxide (which is greater than 35 Ang—

stroms thick) acts as a blocking layer duri ng a Write period. The charge

trapping that does occur, is due mainly to current flow through the nitride.

An example of this mechanism is illustrated below in Figure A4.

P05. WRITE VOLTS 1ds VS Vgate

• 
.~~~~#(:~{~~~ (m~

.’ . — VG Vth V~~ ___q

______ ______ , V~, /
______________________________________ I ~~~ - /p+ ‘‘1~ p+ / 

Shift

/ /
/ /

N SUBSTRATE \
-

• ____________

(A)

0 Volts

ILLUSTRATION OF POSITIVE CHARGE ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :.~~“~iiTRAPPING IN THE NITRIDE, RESULTI NG IN I;~~ ®A MORE NEGATIVE THRESHOLD STATE. 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

P+ J.~:o’ ’~+”o1 ~
\~~~~~\~~\~

•\ 
~~~

N SUBSTRATE \
\““\\

(B)

Figure A4. Illus trations of a Reverse Write lIMOS Memory Transistor betng
electrically written Into a More Negative Threshold or Low Conduction State.

Figure A4A shows that when a large positive voltage is appl ied to the
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Gate of the Reverse device , positive charge will flow from the Gate terminal ,

through the nitride and become trapped at the nitride/oxide interface. When

the positive Gate voltage Is removed (See Figure A4B), a net positive charge

is left trapped near the interface. Under this condit ion , electrons are

attracted to the substrate/oxide interface resulting in an increase in the

• Source—to-Drain resistance and a shift in the Gate Threshold Voltage to a

more negative voltage (Vth ). The memory is now operating in a Low Conduction

State (V LC).

To drive a Reverse device into a High Conduction State (
~HC)’ 

a large

negative Write vol tage is required (See Figure A5). In this case, electrons

NEG. WRITE VO LTS 1ds VS Vgate

~VG V
yi
° V~ ~~~

_____  _____  
/ V~1~ 

~~~P+ / ShIft /
\ \ \ _•,“ \ \ \‘ S s. \  

/
I

N SUBSTRATE \ I •

\\\ \ \ \ \~~~~~\~~~ ~~~\\\~~
(A)

0 Volts

ILLUSTRATION OF NEGATIVE CHARGE
TRAPPING IN THE NITRIDE, RESULTING I N oA MORE POSITIVE THRESHOLD STATE. 

______________________

\‘~~
•‘s~~~~

\ •\  é~~~~~
.% % ’s~

N SUBSTRATE \

• (B)

Figure A5. Illustrations of a Reverse Write lIMOS Memory Transistor being
electrically written into a More Positive Threshold or High Conduction State.

j  
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will now flow through the conductive nitride and become trapped at the

nitride/oxide interface. When the negative Write voltage ends, the trapped

electrons will pull holes up to the other side of the interface (See Figure

A5B). The Source-Drain resistance will now be decreased and the Gate Thres-

hold Voltage will shift to a more positive voltage (Vth’~
). The device is

now in the High Conduction State (VHC).

A more detailed discussion of the Write mechanisms in a Reverse Write

MNOS memory device is available in References A2 and A3.

A2. Yeargan, J.R., et al. The Poole-Frenkel Effect wi th Compensation Present,
Journal of Appl ied Physics, Vol . 39, No. 12, pp 5600 - 5604, November 1968.

A3. Sewell , F.A., et al. Metal Insulator Semiconductor Transistor for Use
as a Nonvolatile Read-Write Memory Element, Technical Report AFAL-TR-71-170,
July 1971.
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AIIM: 0. Stevens
Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical

Rockwell International Corp. AIIN: J. Rawlings
AIIM: TIC BAO8
AIIM: I. Yates Texa s Instruments, Inc.

AIIM: A. Peletler
Sanders Associates, Inc. AIIM: R. Stehlin

AIIM: H. Altel
AIIM: L. Brodeur TRW Defense & Space Sys . Group

AIIM: 14. Haid
Science Applications , Inc. AIIM: P. Gullfoyle

AIIM: V. Verblnski AIIM: 0. Adams
AIIM: J. Maber AIIN: R. Kingsland
AIIM: V.  Ophan AIIM: A. Pavelko

AIIM: H. Holloway
Science Applications , Inc. AIIM: R. Schnieder

AIIM: W. Chadsey AIIM: A. Witteles

Science Applications , Inc. TRW Defense & Space Sys. Group
AIIN: 0. Strlbling San Bernardino Operations

AITN: F. Fay
Singer Co. AIIN: N. Gorman

AIIM: Security Manager for J. Brinkman AIIM: R. Kitter

Singer Co. TRW Systems and Energy
Data Systems AIIM: 6. Spehar

AIIM: R. Spiegel AIIM: 0. Miliwa rd
Westinghouse Electric Co. Vought Corp.
Aerospace & Electronic Systems Div. AIIM: R. Tonine

AIIM: 1. McPherson ATIN: Library
AIIM: Technical Data CenterWestinghouse Electric Corp.

Defense and Electronic Systems Ctr
AIIM: H. Kalapaca
AIIM: D. Crichi
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